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Summary

Since UNSCR 1325 was passed, the Swedish Armed Forces have gone
through an impressive process of change from limited early projects to an
institutionalised gender organisation that has worked to mainstream a gender
perspective, to conduct training, and to establish specific gender-related
functions, such as Gender Field Advisors and Gender Focal Points. The
Gender Field Advisors have during this process been deployed with Swedish
and international units in conflicts around the world and have thereby gained
important experience as well as continued to refine the Swedish approach to
gender implementation in military operations. The latest development has
been the establishment of the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations, which will seek to function as a platform for continued implementation of a gender perspective in both Sweden and abroad.
Understanding these organisational processes, the driving factors and
roadblocks within the armed forces, the activities conducted in the field and
their impact at home and in the area of operations is essential to the continuing implementation of UNSCR 1325 and the implementation of a gender
perspective more broadly. This understanding also has the potential to provide support and lessons for similar processes in the armed forces of other
countries and even other contexts.
To provide such understanding, this report aims to:
1. Describe the evolution of how the Swedish Armed Forces came to
implement a gender perspective in international operations, and
the current model for implementation of a gender perspective;
2. Evaluate the current implementation of a gender perspective, both
nationally and internationally; and
3. Offer recommendations as to how the implementation of a gender
perspective can be improved and what the most important lessons
are for organisations seeking to go through a similar process.
The report highlights that a strategic approach was chosen that would focus
on implementing a gender perspective as an issue of operational effectiveness in international operations, and to distinguish it from Human Resources
related issues of gender equality and women’s rights within the organisation.
The basis of this decision was the assumption that the introduction and implementation of a gender perspective was likely to face strong resistance
v

within the male-dominated organisational culture of the Swedish Armed
Forces. The idea of the strategic approach was to use the operationaleffectiveness aspect as a battering ram with which to gain entry to the organisation.
This strategic approach has worked. While there is no way of knowing
what the impact of alternative approaches might have been, the Senior Gender Advisor within HQ and the larger GFA organisation have fought a successful intra-organisational insurgency that has made a gender perspective a
real and permanent feature of Swedish contributions to international operations. However, by choosing this narrow focus, other issues, perhaps equally
if not more important in terms of implementing UNSCR 1325, have not yet
been dealt with. Most importantly, the transformational potential of a gender
perspective has not yet been explored. So far, a gender perspective have
provided added value to a traditional way of planning and conducting operations. They have not had an impact on the way conflicts are understood or
how the Swedish Armed Forces are trained and equipped to deal with human
security issues rather than traditional interpretations of security. It is therefore time to use the small platform of acceptance, as well as the institutional
framework now in place, to take another big step towards the implementation of UNSCR 1325 within the Armed Forces.
Specific findings regarding the work of Gender Field Advisors include
that they should focus on working within the unit and their staffs to mainstream a gender perspective rather than working on outreach and development projects with limited impact. Related to that, Mixed Engagement
Teams, which include female soldiers and interpreters, have has some successes but are constantly hampered by limited resources. The need to set up
an ad hoc unit for MET patrols is not effective given the limitation on vehicles, female soldiers and officers within some units, and female military
interpreters. METs should therefore be seen as a temporary solution before a
gender perspective is mainstreamed throughout the organisation, and before
enough women are recruited in combat position to provide the specific assets
of an MET but within the regular units.
Finally, the importance of the newly established Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations (NCGM) cannot be exaggerated in the future
work to further implement UNSCR 1325 in the Swedish Armed Forces as
well as abroad. Through the Centre, not only does the Swedish military have
the possibility to create an important platform of competence and resources
from which to effectively continue the work within the organisation. The
Centre, perhaps more importantly, also has the potential to function as a
lessons learned centre, a place of competence and resources for similar developments abroad. For a more substantial impact of implementing a gender
perspective in military organisations and operations, the work obviously
cannot stay within the boundaries of a few countries in the North.
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Introduction

Twelve years have passed since the United Nations Security Council unanimously passed Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security in October
2000. The resolution was seen as a small revolution by many observers, as it
addressed the unique and disproportionate impact that armed conflict has on
women, and recognised the undervalued and underutilised contributions
women make to conflict prevention, peacekeeping, conflict resolution and
peacebuilding. The resolution thereby stressed the importance of equal and
full participation by women as active agents in peace and security organisations.
UNSCR 1325 was followed by UNSCR 1820, which focused on sexual
violence in conflict. The resolution acknowledged that sexual violence can
and has been used as a tactic of war, with potentially destabilising consequences, and constitutes ‘a war crime, a crime against humanity, or a consti1
tutive act with respect to genocide.’ Furthermore, the Security Council requested that the UN Secretary General and countries contributing troops to
UN peacekeeping missions take measures to combat the use of sexual violence.
Following UNSCR 1325 and 1820, several related resolutions have been
passed. These include UNSCR 1888, 1889 and 1960, which focus on establishing structures to increase security for women, men, boys and girls, preventing sexual violence in conflict, and abolishing impunity for those
crimes. Taken together, these resolutions have created an international
framework for the implementation of a gender perspective in the pursuit of
international security and the conduct of peace operations.
Donald Steinberg nevertheless observes that UNSCR 1325 reflected a
clear cautiousness among Security Council members, with language that
‘urges,’ ‘encourages,’ ‘requests,’ and ‘invites’ rather than ‘demands’ or ‘in2
structs.’ Consequently, implementation of the resolution at the international
3
and national levels has varied and yielded mixed results.
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Significantly, UNSCR 1325, 1820 and related resolutions have, despite
their cautious language, led to a wide range of actions and effects by and
upon an equally broad set of actors. The Swedish Armed Forces have been
among the forerunners in implementing a gender perspective in military
organisations. Despite considerable resistance from parts of the organisation,
the Swedish Armed Forces have gone through an impressive process of
change from limited early projects to an institutionalised gender organisation
that has worked to mainstream a gender perspective, conduct training, and
establish specific gender-related functions, such as Gender Field Advisors
and Gender Focal Points. The Gender Field Advisors during this process
have been deployed with Swedish and international units in conflicts around
the world and have thereby gained important experience as well as continued
to refine the Swedish approach to gender implementation in military operations. The latest development has been the establishment of the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations, which will seek to function as a platform for continued implementation of a gender perspective in both Sweden
and abroad.
Understanding these organisational processes, the driving factors and
roadblocks within the armed forces, the activities conducted in the field and
their impact at home and in the area of operations is essential to the continuing implementation of UNSCR 1325 and the implementation of a gender
perspective more broadly. This understanding also has the potential to provide support and lessons for similar processes in the armed forces of other
countries and even other contexts.

Focus and aim of the study
To provide such understanding, this report aims to:
1. Describe the evolution of how the Swedish Armed Forces came to implement a gender perspective in international operations, and the current
model for implementation of a gender perspective;
2. Evaluate the current implementation of a gender perspective, both nationally and internationally; and
3. Offer recommendations as to how the implementation of a gender perspective can be improved and what the most important lessons are for
organisations seeking to go through a similar process.
Given the aim of this report, its focus naturally falls on the Swedish Armed
Forces’ activities. It does not look at how a gender perspective has been
implemented in cases of Swedish development cooperation where the

2
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Armed Forces were not involved or only indirectly involved. Furthermore,
focus on the political leadership in the Swedish Government and on civil
servants employed at the Government Offices of Sweden is limited to cases
where such voices have had a direct bearing on the way the Armed Forces
have implemented a gender perspective.

Key definitions
This report deals with a number of key concepts, all deserving of much
analysis and discussion. Such, however, is beyond the scope of this report.
The definitions below are therefore provided to highlight for the reader how
the authors have defined and applied the key concepts. In ordert to stay within established frameworks, the definition used are, for better or worse, from
the NATO Bi-Strategic Command Directive on the integration of UNSCR
1325 and gender perspective into the NATO Command Structure.
Gender refers to the social attributes associated with being male and female
learned through socialisation and determines a person's position and value in
a given context. This means also the relationships between women and men
and girls and boys, as well as the relations between women and those between men. These attributes, opportunities and relationships are socially constructed and are learned through socialisation processes. Notably, gender
does not equate to woman.
Gender mainstreaming is defined as a strategy to achieve gender equality
by assessing the implications for women and men of any planned action, including legislation, policies and programmes in all areas and at all levels, in
order to assure that the concerns and experiences of women and men are taken into account in the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of
policies and programmes in all political, economic and societal spheres. This
will lead to that women and men benefit equally and inequality is not perpetuated. Gender mainstreaming in this context represents the process to recognise and incorporate the role gender plays in relation to NATO's various operational missions. Gender mainstreaming does not focus solely on women,
but the benefits of mainstreaming practices recognise their disadvantaged position in various communities.
Integration of gender perspective is a way of assessing gender-based differences of women and men reflected in their social roles and interactions, in
the distribution of power and the access to resources. In ACO and ACT activities it is used synonymously with implementing the requests of UNSCR
1325, related resolutions, as well as directives emanating from NATO. The
4
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aim of which is to take into consideration the particular situation and needs
for men and women, as well as how the activities of NATO have different effects on them. More fundamentally, implementing a gender perspective is
done by adapting action following a ‘gender analysis’.
Gender analysis is defined as the systematic gathering and examination of
information on gender differences and social relations in order to identify and
understand inequities based on gender. It could also be understood as methods used to understand the relationship between men and women in the context of the society. For example, military planning activities should assess the
different security concerns of women and men, girls and boys in the area of
operation or take account of power relations in the community to ensure
women and men have equal access to assistance where the military is engaged in supporting humanitarian assistance. Other examples would include
understanding how customary conflict-resolution mechanisms affect women
and men differently and how their social status may change as a result of
war.
Gender equality refers to the equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities for women and men, and girls and boys. Equality does not mean that
women and men will become the same, but that women's and men's rights,
responsibilities and opportunities will not depend on whether they are born
female or male.
Sexual violence is when the perpetrator commits an act of a sexual nature
against one or more persons or cause such person or persons to engage in an
act of sexual nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that
caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or
abuse of power, against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such person's or persons' incapacity to give genuine consent.5

Outline of this report
To begin, this report introduces the theoretical basis for the analysis of the
organisational change process within the Swedish Armed Forces and frames
gender within the academic literature on military effectiveness. Together
these provide a theoretical framework for the analysis of the last decade’s
implementation of gender perspective and UNSCR 1325 in the Armed Forces and for consideration of its effects in the area of operations. Secondly, this
report presents a descriptive overview of the model that the Armed Forces
have developed to implement a gender perspective in international operations and highlights important characteristics of that model. Thirdly, the
effects of these processes and the actions conducted in international operations are evaluated. Lastly, recommendations are made for improving the
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current model of implementation and regarding the lessons and applicability
of the Swedish case for the defence organisations of other countries.

Theory and Method
The main audience of this report consists of practitioners and policy-oriented
readers. The theory section has therefore been kept short in order to move
quicker into the substance of the report. On the other hand, a more substantive methodological and theoretical framework underlies the study, and for
the benefit of the more theoretically interested reader this framework is further described in Annex 1.
The aim of the evaluation component of the study has not primarily been
to evaluate goal fulfilment or effects. Instead, it has been to enhance
knowledge and understanding of the process of integrating a gender perspective in the work of the Swedish Armed Forces over the past decade in order
to provide a sound basis for continuing that work, in particular in relation to
the creation of the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations. In order
to learn from the past, it is essential to go beyond an analysis of goals,
achievements and results. One must also understand the process leading up
to the results and the dynamics influencing the fulfilment, or non-fulfilment,
of goals.

Gender and Effectiveness in Military Organisations
What does UNSCR 1325 and a gender perspective have to do with military
theory and effectiveness? Clearly, the core tasks and aims of military organisations, and the activities envisaged in UNSCR 1325 and subsequent resolutions, do not perfectly match. Traditionally, military organisations have organised, trained and equipped themselves to maximise their effectiveness in
applying organised violence to achieve political aims. As acknowledged in
UNSCR 1325 the traditional application of violence has nevertheless failed
to apply a gender perspective, leading to unnecessary negative consequences
for women and children in conflict zones. At the same time, organisational
evaluations of the implementation of a gender perspective have a tendency
to focus narrowly on the aims of UNSCR 1325 – thereby ignoring the important aims and tasks of military organisations that go beyond the gender
perspective. This report argues that such evaluations must be conducted with
at least one eye on the core tasks of military organisations.
The question, then, is how to marry the aims of military conduct and effectiveness with a gender perspective within the military organisation. Too
often, a gender perspective and traditional military values are seen as opposites between which an acceptable balance must be found. This report argues
that adding a gender perspective to military operations has the potential to
5

add new capabilities and to improve the effectiveness of operations. At the
same time, applying measured military force with a gender perspective has
the potential to improve the situation for women and children in conflict
zones. However, while there are opportunities to marry military activities
with a gender perspective, it is equally important to recognise that a gender
perspective, as promoted in UNSCR 1325, also challenges the traditional
concept of security as a primarily state-based and military matter. Thus,
UNSCR 1325 also forces a change in traditional military concepts about
effectiveness. Gender perspective ties in with the notion of human security,
which forces military organisations to reinterpret the very concepts of security, threat and risk. Applying human security and gender perspective to
peace operations means that security operations should be about the security
and well-being of the civilian population, not just about a military victory or
a ceasefire between warring parties. It is thus worth noting that the mandates
for peace operations often include “ensuring a safe and secure environment”,
or the Protection of Civilians (POC), which arguably makes it necessary to
apply a gender perspective in order to fulfil the mandate.
Adding a gender perspective therefore has the potential to transform the
traditional military paradigm by including non-traditional security issues.
Gendered dimensions of conflict can be tremendously transformative by
affecting both how and what the operation does in terms of its priorities and
tactics. It affects the aims of operations, and expands the range of violence
that must be addressed (including sexual violence and other violence directed at the civilian population, not just the violence of traditional warfare).
It also affects tactical behaviour along patrol routes, which people within the
community are consulted, etc. A gender perspective in military operations is
therefore a tool, a new capability for the military to use when evaluating
threats, especially non-military threats such as sexual violence and human
trafficking, or even in humanitarian crises.
A closer look at UNSCR 1325 reveals that it is intended to be a strategic
framework for more effective and sustainable peace negotiations, peacekeeping missions and peacebuilding interventions by the international community. It encompasses a range of complex issues, such as judicial and legal
reform, security sector reform, peace negotiations, peacekeeping, political
participation and protection from and response to sexual violence in armed
conflict. UNSCR 1325 and four subsequent resolutions also under the umbrella of the women, peace and security agenda (UNSCR 1820, 1888 and
1889, 1960) lay out actions to be taken by governments, the United Nations,
and other international and national actors. There are four main pillars:

•

6

Participation: The participation and inclusion of women (including civil society actors) in decision-making related to peacemaking, postconflict reconstruction and the prevention of conflict;

•

Protection: The protection of women and girls in armed conflict (including in refugee and displacements situations; peacekeeping and policing; justice, constitutional, electoral and legal processes; and social
and economic recovery) and the training of military and civilian personnel, including peacekeepers, in the protection of women, including
zero tolerance of sexual exploitation and abuse of local populations;

•

Prevention: Prevention of conflict-related sexual violence, and effective reporting and protection of victims; and

•

Gender Mainstreaming: The systematic implementation of a gender
perspective in peacekeeping and peacebuilding, as per UNSCR 1325,
by all member states, especially in the context of peace missions led by
the United Nations.6

It is important to emphasise that implementing a gender perspective through
these four pillars implies not only providing instruction for external development and security strategies – issues of output in other countries and organisations – but also involves internal efforts inside governments and organisations. This report therefore conceptually distinguishes the implementation of a gender perspective internally (efforts inside the Swedish Armed
Forces) and externally (with regard to their participation in international
operations).7
To successfully combine the gender aspects of military operations with
military effectiveness, it is of great importance to define what effectiveness
in military organisations is. Traditionally, effectiveness has been measured
by the outcomes of operations – in the most traditional sense, victory and
defeat.8 However, outcome alone is not a useful measure of effectiveness, as
there are many factors that determine the outcome of war and peace operations beyond actors’ effectiveness.9 The aims of contemporary military op6

The United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) adopted on 18 July 1997 the
following definition on mainstreaming a gender perspective into all policies and programmes
in the United Nations system: ‘Gender mainstreaming is the process of assessing the implications for women and men of any planned action, including legislation, policies and programs,
in all areas and at all levels, and as a strategy for making women’s as well as men’s concerns
and experiences an integral dimension of the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies and programs in all political, economic, and social spheres so that women and
men benefit equally and inequality is not perpetuated. The ultimate goal is to achieve gender
equality.’
7
This is a perspective developed by Louise Olsson & Johan Tejpar (eds.), Operational Effectiveness and UN Resolution 1325 – Practices and Lessons from Afghanistan, Stockholm:
Swedish Defence Research Agency (2009), pp. 20-22.
8
Bengt Abrahamsson (2006), ‘Defeating David? Effects Based Operations: Challenges to
Military Organization and Professionalism,’ in Bengt Abrahamsson, Robert Egnell & Karl
Ydén, Effects Based Operations, Military Organization and Professionalization, Stockholm:
National Defence College, pp. 1-46.
9
Allan R. Millett, Williamson Murray & Kenneth H. Watman (1986), ‘The Effectiveness of
Military Organizations,’ in International Security, Vol. 11 (1), Summer 1986, p. 37.
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erations within a larger civil-military endeavour are also changing, from the
pursuit of concrete military strategic objectives to the establishment of certain conditions in which political outcomes can be decided.10 In this context,
military activities represent only small parts of comprehensive operations
involving a large number of actors and activities aimed at achieving the farreaching political goals of democracy, economic growth and the rule of law.
Traditional theories about military capability and effectiveness have
overemphasised physical military factors, such as number of troops and
quality of equipment, while paying less attention to the more intangible factors that influence a state’s capacity to use its material resources effectively.
However, cases where the numerically and technologically weak win battles
and campaigns suggest that traditional explanations of military capability are
11
misleading. In adhering to a broader view of military effectiveness, or
fighting power, military theorists often describe military capability as a
combination of physical factors (the means – meaning the size and materiel
of the organisation), conceptual factors (doctrine, or the way the means are
12
employed) and moral factors (the will of the soldiers). While most theorists agree upon these factors, they tend to emphasise them differently. For
example, General Sir Rupert Smith gives greater importance to the moral
and conceptual factors by creating the following formula: Capability =
Means x Way2 x 3Will. The means available are multiplied by the way these
means are used in relation to the opponent, again multiplied by the way, and
finally multiplied by the morale or will times three. The way the means are
used involves strategy, tactics and doctrine, and the will includes political
13
will to employ force as much as the fighting morale of the forces.
Where does a gender perspective come into this equation? To begin, they
can play a role with regard to the means, the material factor. Including the
large portion of women who are physically fit for military service in the
armed forces allows societies to maximise the size of those forces. But the
main potential contribution lies in how and with what conviction armed
forces conduct operations.

Organisational Change
A basic element of analysing an organisational change process is identifying
the factors driving the change. John Child presents seven standard categories
10

Rupert Smith (2005), The Utility of Force: The Art of War in the Modern World, London:
Allen Lane, p. 269.
11
Risa A. Brooks (2004), ‘Making Military Might: Why Do States Fail and Succeed?,’ in
International Security, Vol. 28 (2) (Fall 2003), pp. 149–191; Stephen Biddle, Military Power: Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press.
12
Smith (2005).
13
Ibid., p. 242.
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of drivers: political, technological, cultural, demographic, economic, emergence of new knowledge and changing the market environment.14 For politically-led organisations, such as government agencies, the typical driver for
change is a political decision or directive. This is not to say that the other
factors listed above, such as culture and the emergence of new knowledge,
are not relevant as potential drivers for change in this type of organisation.
Ultimately, changing an organisation is about changing the way the people who make up the organisation think and act in fulfilling their respective
roles. It is impossible to fully control how these individuals will respond to
initiatives that facilitate change. It is therefore increasingly argued that organisational development should be viewed as several continuous, and to
some degree organically generated, processes. In contemporary theory, it is
common to view organisational change as consisting of continuous processes without clear beginnings or ends. Change comes as a result of a number
of different internal and external developments and initiatives. Context is
viewed as an important key to understanding change processes.
Despite the increasing number of theoretical models and tools, studies
show that a majority of all change processes are unsuccessful. Interestingly,
‘the most frequently cited reason given for failure was a neglect of the organisation's culture. In other words, failure to change the organisation's culture doomed the other kinds of organisational changes that were initiated.’15
This points to the importance of considering the organisational culture(s)
and its or their potential impact on a change process.
Resistance to change is a central concept in trying to understand organisational development processes. Resistance occurs for a variety of reasons, a
number of which are described and analysed in the literature. Three stand
out as particularly interesting for this study: i) a change process can be perceived as threatening the position of individuals or groups; ii) it can challenge established values and organisational cultures; and iii) if the rationale
behind a change process is not fully understood and/or if it is not sufficiently
anchored, resistance is likely to occur. This further points to the value of
anchoring change processes and making sure that potential ‘spoilers’ are onboard.
Bearing all of this in mind, the authors of this report have been guided by
a theory-based approach to get an in-depth understanding of the dynamics of
the change process. This means they have sought to identify the ‘theory of
change’ underpinning the change process within the Swedish Armed Forces
and the integration of a gender perspective in international operations. How
did the organisation itself view the process of integrating gender perspec14

John Child (2005), Organization: Contemporary Principles and Practice, Oxford: Blackwell.
15
Kim S. Cameron & Robert E. Quinn (2011), Diagnosing and Changing Organizational
Culture, San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, pp. 1-2, with further references.
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tive? Once the underpinning theory of change has been made explicit, and
potential milestones identified, we have tested the actual results of the
change process against the original change theory and its predicted results.
The two central questions were: 1) do the identified results correspond to the
expected outcomes, and 2) is there a causal link between active intervention
and the identified results?16

16

See e.g., Evert Vedung (1998), Utvärdering i politik och förvaltning, 2nd ed., Lund: Studentlitteratur, pp. 47-59.
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The international context at a glance

Six years after UNSCR 1325 was passed, the United Nations Department of
Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) issued a policy directive, ‘Gender Equality in UN Peacekeeping Operations.’17 In addition, DPKO has made three
specific efforts to implement UNSCR 1325: 1) specialist Gender Advisors
have been appointed to several missions, 2) efforts to increase the number of
women leading or serving in peace operations have been made, and 3) gender-awareness training has been provided to peacekeepers on an ad hoc basis.
In 2007, NATO adopted a Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC)
policy, tasking member states to develop practical proposals for the implementation of UNSCR 1325. In September 2009, NATO approved the ‘BiStrategic Command Directive 40-1 Integrating UNSCR 1325 and Gender
Perspectives in the NATO Command Structures Including Measures for
Protection During Armed Conflict’ (which was revised in 2012). The directive is applicable to all international military headquarters or any other
organisations operating within NATO chains of command. A statement by
the NATO Committee on Gender Perspectives recognises the unique role
that women can and do play in armed conflict and peacebuilding:
Today’s conflicts not only call for military responses; other capacities and resources need to be addressed to bear in crisis and post-crisis situations. In
recognising the important and distinctive role that women can play in conflict
resolution and peace settlement, NATO seeks to improve its effectiveness to
contribute to its overall mission success.
NATO’s mission is to contribute to sustainable and lasting peace, within
which gender equality is a key factor. Including the gender dimension in all
stages of the operational process – in the design, planning, implementation,

17

UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (2006), ‘Gender Equality in UN Peacekeeping
Operations’. For full text of the Department policy on gender, see:
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/feature/wps/Policy%
20directive%20gender%20equality%20FINAL%202006.pdf
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monitoring and evaluation of policies and programmes – is beneficial to
achieving NATO’s mission.18

The Bi-Strategic Command Directive 40-1 was updated in 2012 with an
increasing amount of measures to be undertaken by member and partner
states. It also outlines specific roles and functions of Gender Advisors and
Gender Focal Points. As part of the rationale there is now also a clearly stated connection between gender and operational effectiveness:
Gender perspective is a tool to increase operational effectiveness. By identifying an often overlooked populace, recognising their specific needs, and
providing the appropriate comprehensive response, the operational environment is positively influenced. NATO has therefore adopted a policy of gender mainstreaming, integration of gender perspective and more adequate protection of women, girls and boys during armed conflict. As such, this Directive provides a strategy for recognising the need to protect the entire society; but primarily highlights the specific concerns security, risks and
experiences of women, girls and boys. This strategy should be utilised in the
design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of all policies and pro19
grams.

A recent review of military operations by the NATO Committee on Gender
Perspectives found that UNSCR 1325 is implemented inconsistently across
nations. Some nations do not yet comply with NATO policies and directives.
Others have well developed plans and directives and are organising training
and education sessions prior to deployment as well as in theatre. The NATO
Committee on Gender Perspectives recommends that nations develop National Action Plans and directives to promote gender mainstreaming in their
operations.
Several European military commanders have voiced the need for including a gender perspective in military operations, stating that employing a
gender perspective is ‘the key to success’ in peace and security operations,

18

The purpose of the NATO Committee on Gender Perspectives is to promote gender mainstreaming as a strategy for making women’s as well as men’s concerns and experiences a
dimension of the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies, programs
and military operations. NATO Committee on Gender Perspectives (2010), ‘Recommendations on Implementation of UNSCR 1325,’
http://www.nato.int/issues/women_nato/pdf/2010/BrochureGender.pdf
19
NATO, Bi-Strategic Command Directive (BISCD) 40-1, Integrating UNSCR 1325 and
Gender Perspective into the NATO Command Structure, 8 August 2012.
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and is ‘operationally strategic and important in addressing communication
weaknesses.’20
In addition, non-traditional security threats, such as sexual violence in
armed conflict, human trafficking and the disproportionate vulnerability of
women and children in humanitarian crises, are increasingly recognised as
highly relevant to international security and the rule of law. Since 2000, the
UN Security Council has passed a number of resolutions to address the
changing nature of armed conflict that fall under the umbrella of UNSCR
1325.
UNSCR 1820 (2008), 1888 (2009) and 1960 (2010) address the specific
issue of the widespread and systematic use of sexual violence in armed conflict and, most significantly, they recognise the widespread and systematic
use of sexual violence against women and girls as a ‘crime against humanity’ and a ‘constituent of genocide.’ UNSCR 1888 provides specific guidelines for implementing UNSCR 1820, calling for the appointment of a Special Representative to help coordinate the UN’s actions against sexual violence. It also calls for women’s protection advisors and for a team of experts,
on topics such as the rule of law, civilian and military judicial systems and
mediation, who can be rapidly deployed to help national authorities and
peacekeeping missions cope with cases of extreme sexual violence in armed
conflict. It is interesting to note that UNSCR 1960, while strengthening the
call to action on preventing and responding to sexual violence in armed conflict, did not include the voices of women’s civil society groups, and has
since been criticised for the lack of women’s participation in its creation.
UNSCR 1889 (2009) urges Member States, United Nations bodies, donors and civil society to ensure that women’s protection and empowerment
is taken into account during post-conflict needs assessment and planning,
and factored into subsequent funding and programming. UNSCR 1889 suggests that global indicators be developed to track and monitor the implementation of UNSCR 1325 and requests a report on how well women are being
incorporated into peacebuilding processes.21
A report by the Secretary General in April 2010 proposed 26 indicators to
track the implementation of UNSCR 1325, organised into four pillars:
prevention, participation, protection and relief and recovery. The indicators
were adopted by the Security Council in October 2010, marking the ten-year
20

Giji Gya (2007), ‘The Importance of Gender in ESDP,’ in European Security Review, No.
34, July. Brigadier Karl Engelbrektson, Force Commander of the Nordic Battelgroup, states
that UNSCR 1325 is a tool to help implement tasks more efficiently, in (2007), ‘Resolution
1325 increases efficiency,’ in Åsa Nyqvist (ed.), Good and Bad Examples: Lessons Learned
from working with United Nations Resolution 1325 in International missions, Stockholm:
Genderforce, Swedish Armed Forces, pp. 28-30. See also Lieutenant General Karlhienz Viereck (2007), EUFOR DRC Operational Commander’s speech at Women in International
Security Conference, Berlin, Germany, April 27, 2007.
21
For full text and explanations of UN 1820, 1889 and 1960, see:
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/directory/women_and_armed_conflict_3005.htm
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anniversary of UNSCR 1325. The indicators include, among others,
prevalence and patterns of different types of sexual violence, the percentage
of peace agreements to include provisions for women’s and girls’ security,
and the percentage of women’s participation in national bodies as well as in
peace-keeping missions.
Simultaneously, the EU developed indicators for measuring
implementation of Resolution 1325 through its Women, Peace and Security
Task Force in 2009 and 2010, and in a continuous dialogue with UN Women
in order to promote synergies and coordination between the two sets of indicators. The EU Task Force aimed at specific and relevant indicators that are
supposed to be achievable, and directly measurable with available data that
could be used by EU institutions and Member States alike. The EU indicators are specifically aimed at measuring implementation steps as related to
EU policies and strategies for Resolution 1325, and are complemented by
the broader UN indicators on security issues in the areas of peace support
operations.
As a consequence of these regional and global sets of indicators, in 2011
the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs tasked a number of Swedish government agencies – the Folke Bernadotte Academy, Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB), Swedish Police, Swedish International Development Agency, Swedish Prison and Probation Service and the Swedish
Armed Forces – to draft national indicators for measuring the agencies’ implementation of UNSCR 1325 in accordance with the Swedish National
Action Plan. While drawing upon both UN and EU indicators, the Swedish
national indicators had to encompass all the agencies’ work on UNSCR
1325. More specifically, as all mentioned agencies will report to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the same set of indicators, it was necessary to aim
for the common denominators between the different mandates and methods
of work. The indicators are therefore less focused on effects on the ground
and more on initiatives in the various organizations’ internal work, such as
training given, women nominated to international missions and number of
organizational policies and steering documents with a gender perspective.
The indicators were approved by the Government in September 2012, and
will be reported upon for the first time in the Annual Reports of 2012. The
indicators remain flexible ‘work in progress’ – and will be continuously
evaluated, particularly should the National Action Plan be revised. For the
Swedish Armed Forces, the national indicators offer a quantitative and qualitative tool for making decisions in line with UNSCR 1325, and to give incentives to higher management to support the implementation of a gender
perspective.
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At the time of writing 35 countries22 have developed National Action
Plans or other national-level strategies to initiate strategic policy and action
to implement the women, peace and security agenda in their countries. By
November 2009, approximately 40% of country-specific Security Council
resolutions contained specific language on women or gender and referenced
UNSCR 1325.23 Regional actors such as the European Union, the Organisation for Security Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the African Union and the
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) all have integrated UNSCR 1325 into various policies and plans.24
Let us now leave the larger international context and zoom in on the particular case of the Swedish Armed Forces.

22
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(2009); Rwanda (2010); Sierra Leone (2010); Spain (2007); Sweden (2006; 2009); Switzerland (2007; 2010); Uganda (2008); United Kingdom (2010); and USA (2011). See the
PeaceWomen website for the National Action Plans currently available:
http://www.peacewomen.org/pages/about-1325/national-action-plans-naps .
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The Swedish Armed Forces’ organisational
development for the implementation of a
gender perspective

This chapter focuses on the process of the organisational adaptation and
implementation of UNSCR 1325 and the creation of a gender organisation
capable of participation in external activities. We look at the history of this
process and the underlying strategy that has guided it. Specifically, this
means looking at how the Swedish Armed Forces have worked through the
project Genderforce and the establishment of the Gender Advisor and Gender Field Advisor functions towards the current model and the establishment
of the NORDEFCO Centre for Gender in Military Operations. After the
historical process is described and analysed, the current model of implementation – what may be called the Swedish Armed Forces’ model for UNSCR
1325 implementation – is described in more detail. The evaluation of this
model and recommendations for future changes are presented in later chapters.
While this report will not dwell on the resistance that exists within the
Swedish Armed Forces in relation to gender related work, it is nevertheless
necessary to mention in order to understand the successes and failures of the
Swedish attempts at integrating UNSCR 1325 in the work of the organisation. Interviewees have highlighted that the process of implementing Resolution 1325 has been not only been met with scepticism, but also outright resistance from the start until today. This is partly thought to be an effect of
clashes between the values of 1325 and the traditional military culture and
mindset – emphasising kinetic aspects of operations.25
Resistance is often blamed on ‘culture’, or that existing structures and beliefs are ‘in the walls of the HQ’; thereby highlighting that change will involve enormous time if not generational shifts. This approach nevertheless
distracts us from the fact that the resistance is not in the walls, but in certain
individuals, in the organisational structure or in the training and socialisation
of officers and soldiers. Respondents see the individual resistance as either
based on lacking understanding of these issues, on lacking will and conviction, or a combination of the two.26 Interestingly, despite the general Swe25
26

Interview 2012-10-01.
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dish political support of Resolution 1325, the support and direction from the
Government Offices, as reflected in the rather weak and unspecific National
Actional Plan on Implementing Resolution 1325 issued by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Defence, has been weak.
Interviewees also highlight the idea that the Swedish Armed Forces
moreover has an emotional, rather than professional approach to dealing
with issues related to gender. As gender issues are perceived as being far
from the military tasks, and based on political, rather than military priorities,
reactions often stem from negative instinctive emotions, rather than on a
professional and objective analysis of the issues at hand. The perceived unimportance in combination with the negative emotional responses mean that
many officers are even reluctant to carry out orders that are given within this
field. An example was the order to perform pre-deployment training in gender issues, given to a training unit within the armed forces in the main internal directive, the annual Organisation Mission (Verksamhetsuppdraget, or
VU). This assignment was also followed by several written and specific
orders for implementation. Instructors at the training unit were given a train
the trainer course, and a full-time position was added, paid for by the Gender
Advisor to the Chief of Joint Operations, in order to have a Subject Matter
Expert (SME) in gender during one year for training support. The training
unit has nevertheless been very reluctant to carry out the order, and after a
few years the training unit still completely relies on Gender SMEs in the
Swedish Armed Forces to conduct the training on gender – something that is
not part of the SMEs official work duties.27
Another excuse to shirk has been to blame personnel rotations and the recruitment of new personnel – supposedly leading to a ‘lack of training on the
subject’. The result is that the Gender Advisors are stuck in a ‘training-trap’,
continuously trying to keep functions updated and trained to perform their
tasks. This also means that the implementation of a gender perspective fails
to be institutionalised as every rotation of personnel is used as an excuse to
start over from scratch again. A similar problem is the fact that the GAs are
also responsible for ‘control’ – making sure that instructions and orders are
in fact carried out, navigate the structures in the organisation, and often issuing additional orders and instructions to secure implementation. The procedure of follow-up, issuing extra orders and extracting information on who is
responsible is a time-consuming and energy-draining task. It is fair to say
that placing this burden on one individual GA without a designated staff and
without formal authority is not only unfair to the individual, but also detrimental to the aims of implementing a gender perspective in the armed forces.
The organisational resistance, coupled with the low status of gender
equality work within the organisation, is one of the reasons why the strategic
27

Ibid.
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decision was made to separate the work with gender equality, which remained the responsibility of the personnel division, from the work to implement Resolution 1325, which instead became the responsibility of the Directorate of Operations through the creation of the position of Gender Advisor
to the Chief of Joint Operations. This decision is nevertheless discussed
further below.

The historical development of the current framework
As seen in the international context, Sweden was the second country to
adopt an action plan for the implementation of UNSCR 1325 by various
parts of the Government, including the Armed Forces.28 This happened in
2006, and in 2009 an updated action plan for the period 2009-2012 was
adopted. However, the implementation of UNSCR 1325 started within the
Swedish Armed Forces long before that.
Sweden often considers itself – and is considered abroad – a champion of
women’s rights. In the 2011 United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) Human Development Report, Sweden was ranked the most genderequal country in the world.29 However, nominal gender equality clearly arrives later in the Armed Forces than in most other parts of Swedish society.30
The level of female participation in the Swedish Armed Forces is also lower
than in many other European countries.31
In general terms, the Swedish context can be described as one of strong
societal support for women’s rights and gender sensitivity that at the same
time faces severe organisational resistance from within the military establishment. Therefore, early in the process of implementing UNSCR 1325
within the Swedish Armed Forces, an important strategic analysis was made
and concluded that if such implementation was to be successful within an
organisation with a strong cultural bias against these issues, the process of
implementation had to be separated from more general women’s rights issues. As a consequence, a strategic decision was made to focus on gender
perspective as an issue of operational effectiveness in international operations. This decision has come to govern the very organisational development
of the implementation process as well as the activities conducted over the
28
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years. For example, one consequence of this strategic approach was the
placement of the Senior Gender Advisor within the Operations Division at
Headquarters, directly subordinate to the Chief of Joint Operations. Another
example was the creation of an organisation to focus on training and deploying Gender Field Advisors in the area of operations. The theoretical section
on military effectiveness highlighted a number of ways in which a gender
perspective can increase military effectiveness. Thanks to the international
resurgence of counterinsurgency thinking since 2004, and a stream of lessons learned in the field that highlight the importance of cultural understanding and sensitivity to maximising the effectiveness of operations, adding a
gender perspective to operations also made perfect sense from the perspective of military doctrine and theory.
The strategic decision to focus on operational effectiveness in the implementation of UNSCR 1325 was not self-evident and therefore a rather bold
move. By demonstrating on the one hand the operational utility of a gender
perspective, and the professionalism and competence of the GFAs on the
other, the idea was to gain the trust and acceptance of the organisation and
the profession – a platform from which continuing work on broader aspects
of UNSCR 1325 and women’s rights could better be pursued. As the first
Senior Gender Advisor put it: ‘The idea was focus on operational effectiveness. The logic behind using a gender perspective to improve operations
however, proved useful as an argument to gain access to the organisation.’32
However, the focus on UNSCR 1325 as a tool for increased military effectiveness in international operations has also been criticised. Part of the critique is about the limited approach – that not all gender related change processes have been instigated from the outset. Another part is more ideologically based, arguing that using gender aspects as a tool for military effectiveness distorts of the original intentions of the resolution by applying it to
the tools of military force. Given the impact the decision to focus on military
effectiveness has had on the implementation process and the organisational
development, this report returns to this discussion in a later chapter evaluating the organisational development and setup, and in the final chapter while
making recommendations.
Change in governmental organs such as the Swedish Armed Forces is often the result of political decisions and directives. However, with regard to
integrating a gender perspective in international operations, the opposite
seems to be the case. The Armed Forces have been at the forefront of implementation thanks to a small number of highly active individuals. Initiatives have reportedly been taken in spite of, rather than thanks to, the influence of the Ministry of Defence.33 In many cases, the Government directives

32
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for UNSCR 1325 implementation have been retrospectively adapted to organisational developments already in motion.
There has, however, been notable political interest in UNSCR 1325 since
its adoption, as well as in its implementation by the Swedish Armed Forces.
For example, the Minister of Defence has in Parliament been asked to report
on progress on the issue.34 The Government has also taken steps to secure
the implementation of UNSCR 1325 within the Armed Forces. Every year it
adopts a Government approval document (regleringsbrev) for the Armed
Forces as well as other public authorities which sets out benchmarks and
goals for the organisation’s activities and financing. The Armed Forces in
turn must report annually on their activities.
A review of past Government approval documents and the Armed Forces
annual reports to the Government indicates a shift in how gender perspective
is addressed, from focusing on internal gender equality and Codes of Conduct for soldiers and officers abroad in the early years following the resolution, to operational aspects during the last few years. Throughout the whole
period since the adoption of UNSCR 1325, the Swedish Armed Forces have
reported on the organisation’s work to combat discrimination, including on
the grounds of gender and sexual orientation. In early 2003, the third attachment (regarding personnel issues) of the Armed Forces’ report for 2002
stated that, as a part of its equality work, the Armed Forces had been directed by the Ministry of Defence to arrange a ‘national knowledge-building
and competence surveying seminar with regard to UN resolution 1325/2000.
This was the start of the Armed Forces’ work to implement the UN resolution in its work, and during [2002], task group 1325/2000 was established in
order to contribute to this development.’35
The 2004 Government approval document required the Armed Forces to
report on their ‘continuing work for increased awareness concerning UNresolution 1325 (2000)’36. The following year the same requirement was
repeated, and in addition the Government added that education should continue to be developed ‘so that personnel [who will participate in international
crisis management] will have a sound understanding of how they should act
according to [UNSCR 1325] in the area of operations.’37
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Genderforce
An important milestone in the Swedish Armed Forces’ work to implement a
gender perspective in international operations was Genderforce. Genderforce
started as a project funded by the European Social Fund (ESF) in 2004, after
an initiative from the Swedish Armed Forces. The six formal project partners were the Swedish Police, the Swedish Rescue Services Agency, the
Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation, the Swedish Women’s Voluntary Defence
Organisation, the Association of Military Officers in Sweden and the Swedish Armed Forces. The aim of Genderforce was to ‘significantly increase
the awareness and knowledge of UNSCR 1325 [within the Swedish Armed
Forces and other partners] as well as to begin implementing it within the
regular operational structure.’38
Genderforce’s background can be traced back to 2002, when the Ministry
of Defence directed the Armed Forces to arrange a national conference to
assess knowledge and competence with respect to UNSCR 1325.39 Following that event and a similar international conference in the Netherlands, a
proposal was prepared for Genderforce. The project consisted of eight subprojects, each with its own plan and project manager. The partner organisations did not participate in every sub-project.
Genderforce enabled an extensive analysis and mapping of the the Swedish Armed Forces – its organisation and field of work. It also constituted a
groundbreaking first step for all the organisations involved. The collaboration form of this first step is believed to have achieved better results than
they would have, had they gone about the process individually.40 Through all
its sub-projects, Genderforce made it possible for the participating agencies
to make early progress in changing their organisations. It consisted of the
following sub-projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitment
Internal awareness training
Integration into doctrines and policies
Gender Field Advisor (GFA) training
Trafficking
Gender Coach programme
Empowerment
Cooperation in the field

38
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For all participating agencies, the focus of these different sub-projects made
it possible to integrate gender both into the organisational structure, as well
as into the organisation’s respective mandates and fields of work. For the
Swedish Armed Forces, the recruitment project shed light on the various
measures needed to not only recruit more women into the military, but also
to offer women better career opportunities. The sub-project on integration
into doctrines and policies enabled the agencies to include sections on implementing resolution 1325 in various organisational steering and strategic
documents, which has since evolved into some of the most important tools
for integrating a gender perspective into the work of the armed forces. Today, similar sections can be found in the latest version of the Military Strategic Doctrine, the VU (the organisation mission), as well as in most OPLANs
for operations.
The different sub-projects have had varying degrees of success and impact.41 Among the most prominent of those that either have continued after
Genderforce was terminated or are intended to resume work are the GFA
concept and training course and the Gender Coach project and education
modules.
The aim of the Gender Field Advisor Course project was to train a group
of GFAs who would be able to participate in international operations and
missions and advise their commanders on how to integrate UNSCR 1325
and a gender perspective. Other organisations such as the UN, Red Cross,
UNHCR and OSCE had previously also established GFA functions and were
used for benchmarking. In 2007, 20 persons from the partner organisations
participated in the pilot course. Parallel to Genderforce, a Gender Advisor
was assigned to EUFOR RD Congo in 2006, initially at Operation Headquarters (OHQ) in Potsdam, but later also participated at Force Headquarters
42
(FHQ). The deployment of the GA to EUFOR RD Congo was not a part of
the Genderforce project, but still proved very beneficial for the operationalisation of a gender perspective in international operations as it provided a
first opportunity to develop and test key tasks of GAs and GFAs. 43 The experience of the GA will be described in greater detail further below.
The Gender Field Advisor course has subsequently been developed into
two different courses. First, the Gender Advising in the Field and in Operations (GAFO) remains a course conducted once a year within the cooperative framework of Genderforce. It aims at building capacity on gender issues
for key personnel in all participating agencies; the Folke Bernadotte Academy (FBA), the Swedish Police (RKP/RPS), the Swedish Civil Contingencies
41
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Agency (MSB) and the Swedish Armed Forces. Second, the Gender Field
Advisor course is now a NATO-accredited course for the training of Gender
Field Advisors in military operations – training conducted by the newly established Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations. It is a unique
course even in an international perspective, and many countries and organisations therefore send people to participate. All Gender Field Advisors
working for the Swedish Armed Forces have completed the course.
The Gender Coach sub-project was a one year-long programme conducted in 2007. The aim of the programme was to increase awareness about
UNSCR 1325 and gender equality among top leaders and key persons within
the Swedish Armed Forces as well as the Police and the Association of Military Officers in Sweden. More specifically, these persons were targeted because of their importance in influencing their organisations to develop a
gender perspective. Among the participants were the current Supreme
Commander, Sverker Göransson, and five other high-ranking members of
the Armed Forces.
The senior leaders were assigned handpicked gender coaches who came
from senior positions in various organisations and had extensive practical
experience with gender issues. An evaluation of the project was presented in
2007.44 Tuula Eriksson writes that the project was an overall success and all
participants reported that they considered their own knowledge of gender
issues greatly improved through their participation in the project.45
The coaches – senior people from different parts of Swedish society selected for their knowledge and pedagogical skills on the issue of gender
equality – met with the military leaders once or twice a month and discussed
issues that they encountered in their daily work. The coach was thus vital in
providing hands-on knowledge and gender perspective on practical challenges. Thanks to the Gender Coach programme, the current Swedish Supreme Commander, and several other high officials in the Swedish Armed
Forces have at least some level of knowledge and understanding of gender
issues, and have also been forced to reflect upon them in their work. Since
2007, some of the participants have nevertheless left the organisation, revealing the elusive nature of efforts that do only reach a limited number of
individuals. The work of the gender coaches had a useful impact on the individuals but failed in institutionalizing the gains. Moreover, the Gender
Coach programme did not result in any practical initiatives or results in the
organisation or work of the armed forces. The programme provided individuals with knowledge enough to recognise the problems at hand, but did not
provide them with the tools to solve them independently. It should, however,
be noted that several of the participants have since occupied key positions in
44
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the organisation, thereby supporting the efforts to implement UNSCR within
the armed forces.
After a five year wait the Gender Coach programme will commence again
in 2013 and run several times until 2018 – again with the Armed Forces in
cooperation with the Folke Bernadotte Academy and the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency. Building on the pilot programme from 2007, this new
version of the programme will focus on achieving practical changes and on
institutionalising the knowledge developed. This means making the participating leaders responsible for the development and implementation of their
own Plans of Action; plans that will consist of practical initiatives to be implemented in the work of the organisation when it comes to gender equality
and implementation of Resolution 1325. Importantly, it also aims to include
measures to integrate these perspectives into their respective functions and
specific organisation, thereby hopefully institutionalising the efforts enough
to ensure that their successors and units continue the work after they have
left office.
The last sub-project was to develop training modules for trainers, leaders
and other key people. The aim was to integrate the training concept within
regular training for the Swedish Armed Forces and other partners. In turn, a
concept, manual and training materials were developed and a ‘train the
trainers’ course was offered. This sub-project has at least been partly integrated into the normal structures of the Armed Forces through the courses
conducted by the Management Unit.
Throughout the process of Genderforce, there were no directions given
from the Ministry of Defence or Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Genderforce
was thus an agency-driven project, and the implementation of 1325 has in
large parts continued to be so; one example being the national indicators of
1325 implementation mentioned above.

From projects to regular work
The Genderforce project was terminated on 31 December 2007. A final report that summarised the sub-projects and made recommendations for future
work was released on 19 November 2007. The report proposed that the project should be continued with the same constellation of participants. In particular, it recommended that the Swedish Armed Forces establish a full-time
position for three years to work on implementing the project, after which the
project was expected to be integrated within the Armed Forces’ regular organisation. Goals were also set as to how many GFAs should be trained and
how many persons should participate in the framework of the project.46 The
project has not yet been re-established despite reported ambitions to do so.47
46
47
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An informal inquiry on the possibility of funding Genderforce from the
Government Offices of Sweden was made, but received a negative response.
Nor did partner organisations wish to contribute to financing the project.
Thus eventually plans for its continuance were dropped.48 However, several
sub-projects have continued within the Swedish Armed Forces, and cooperation among the partner organisations was maintained as an informal Genderforce network. The Folke Bernadotte Academy was invited to this network
and later the Swedish International Development Agency (Sida).49
Another important change during the term of Genderforce came in 2006,
with an impact that has endured the project’s termination: The Armed Forces’ Genderforce project manager, who at the time was the GA of EUFOR
RD Congo, was transferred from Human Resources to work directly under
the Chief of Joint Operations – a move that signalled the continuation of
gender-related work and an acknowledgement of the lasting importance of
gender issues in the Armed Forces. (The role and responsibilities of this
‘Senior GA’ are detailed further below) Furthermore, as noted above, this
organisational change also signalled a strategic choice to distinguish gender
as an operational concept; i.e., the implementation of UNSCR 1325 and
related resolutions in international operations and missions was distinguished from equal-opportunity HR work within the Armed Forces.
The GFA training course has been conducted on several occasions with
50
an increased focus on implementation in military operations. The current
course is discussed below. Several former Swedish participants in the course
are considered members of a ‘Gender Pool,’ from which people are selected
to conduct education and training, to serve as GFAs in military exercises and
operations abroad, and to represent the Swedish Armed Forces in international conferences and projects, including in Ukraine and in a Dutch-Spanish
gender project.51 In the beginning the Gender Pool did not have regular
meetings or a formal function as a referral body, and its members have been
involved to varying degrees.52 The majority were already employed by the
Armed Forces but able to take time from their regular work to assist the
Senior GA with the tasks noted above. As a broad network of people, from
various parts of the Armed Forces but also from outside, the members of the
Gender Pool play an important role in the continuing development of the
Armed Forces’ efforts to implement a gender perspective in international
48
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operations.53 From October 2012, annual lessons learned seminars are to be
conducted with members from the Gender Pool in order to capture the most
important lessons, to develop the concept of integrating a gender perspective, and to increase the competence of the members. The first such seminar
in October 2012 laid the foundation for a systematic overview of the Gender
Concept and what it means for the work of the Swedish Armed Forces.

Directive developments
Parallel to the Genderforce project, progress has been made in the Government directives for the Armed Forces, as well as in the internal directives of
the Armed Forces. In 2006, the Government adopted its first National Action
Plan for UNSCR 1325, which addressed various ministries and the Armed
Forces. Among relevant actions to be taken by the latter were increasing the
number of women participating in international operations, improving observance of Codes of Conduct and integrating a UNSCR 1325 perspective
into the Swedish-led Nordic Battle Group planned for 2008. The action plan
also required the Government to include integration of UNSCR 1325 as a
central task in approval documents to its agencies.54 The revised 2009-2012
action plan included many of the same requirements, while adding that a
main goal of integrating a gender perspective in international operations is to
increase their effectiveness.55
Since 2007, the Swedish Armed Forces have been required to provide reports on ‘which operations have been preceded by an analysis based on an
equality perspective (inter alia, UN res. 1325) and an evaluation of these.’56
Also in 2007 the Government directed the Armed Forces to:
report on the activities the Government agency conducted within the development partnership Genderforce and on the results so far achieved within
each sub-project. The Swedish Armed Forces shall also report on opportunities for implementing the results in the Government agency’s continuing
work, e.g., with regard to the recruitment of women to peacemaking operations.’57

The Swedish Armed Forces annual report to the Government for 2007 was
also the first such report in which the discussion of activities related to the
53
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implementation of UNSCR 1325 were moved from the chapter (and associated annex) concerning personnel issues to the chapter (and associated annex) concerning international operations. The report stated that the gender
perspective:
can also be found in initiating directives and the Concept of Operations
(CONOPS), as well as in the operation plan. Promoting gender issues is
intended to increase force effectiveness and credibility in the area of operations.58
During 2007, work towards a more structured approach has begun.
This implies that gender issues are integrated within the regular working
structure, for example, the work on a new military strategic doctrine,
Standing Operating Procedures (SOPs) and SOPs for the International
Force. This work will be concluded during 2008 and will ensure that
gender and 1325 are handled in ongoing activities and are part of the regular functions of the organisation.59

The 2008 and 2009 annual reports of the Armed Forces both stress that the
inclusion and implementation of a gender perspective have been mainstreamed into regular activities of the organisation, such as operations planning. They also indicate that more experience has been gathered in the field
and that lessons learned are being used in pre-deployment training.
In 2010, the Government amended the regulation of 2007, including in60
structions for the Armed Forces. According to the new amendment, §5c,
the ‘Armed Forces shall in their activities work in accordance with United
Nations Security Council Resolutions 1325 (2000) and 1820 (2008) on
women, peace and security. The resolutions shall be considered in education
in particular, as well as planning, executing and evaluating operations.’61
The 2011 Government Budget Bill chapter 6 stated that experience in international operations had shown that the implementation of UNSCR 1325 and
1820 ‘contribute to increased operational effectiveness and to a more encompassing basis for analysis and decision-making by superiors.’62 The bill
further stated that integrating a gender perspective has become a routine part
of the Armed Forces’ work, and that the organisation has to a large degree
conformed to the Government action plan for UNSCR 1325.63
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Added to the 2009 and 2010 Armed Forces annual reports was a section
on the work towards establishing the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military
Operations. The process leading to the creation of this Centre has been very
important as it institutionalises the early achievements, provides a platform
for the continued and increased implementation and of gender aspects within
the organisation, as well as strategically places Sweden and the competence
built up over the years at the very centre of the international development
within this area.
Another related development was an increasing focus on supporting efforts of other countries’ militaries and international organisations to develop
and implement a gender perspective. Examples include NATO’s Bi-Sc Directive 40-1 on integrating UNSCR 1325 in the NATO command64 and bilateral cooperation with Ukraine.65
The 2011 Government approval document did not contain any specific
requirements on implementing a gender perspective. According to an interviewee, this was the result of a general trend towards reducing the scope of
the approval document (accomplished throughout the last few years) and of
the integration of UNSCR 1325 and 1820 into the section of the Regulation
that concerns the Armed Forces.66 From December 2012, as mentioned earlier, the Swedish Armed Forces will report on the indicators developed for
measuring the implementation of the National Action Plan.

The Swedish Armed Forces’ internal directives
Government directives for the Armed Forces are transformed into internal
directives, the latter of which include the annual Organisation Mission
(verksamhetsuppdrag) and the long-term Military Strategic Doctrine.
In the annual Organisation Mission, references to UNSCR 1325 appeared
in 2006, 2007 and 2008, but were concerned with education, personnel (specifically, the role of the network ‘Officer and woman’) and an internal equality perspective, rather than operations. In 2009, a new section on gender was
introduced in the chapter on international operations, stating that:
[t]he Armed Forces’ incentive for integrating a 1325/Gender perspective is to
support operational effectiveness while at the same time improving women’s
human rights. The Armed Forces prioritise increasing the proportion of
women participating in international operations. The Armed Forces shall also
ensure that all deployed units have the competence and the dedicated re-
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sources to implement a Gender/1325 perspective, such as Gender (Field) Advisors and/or Gender Focal Points, in all units regardless of size.67

The section went on to describe the aims and activities for 2009 and a more
general plan for 2010. Furthermore, responsibilities for development were
assigned to the various elements of the Swedish Armed Forces HQ, as well
as to Livgardet and the military academies for developing competence in
gender education.68
The 2010 Organisation Mission also included a section on gender within
the chapter on international operations. Furthermore, other elements of the
Armed Forces were reported conforming to the distribution of responsibilities of the previous year’s Mission, which explicitly tasked them with implementing certain gender and 1325-related projects. These included the
Director of Production for Army, Marine and Air Units.69
In 2011, gender was given a separate chapter of the Organisation Mission.
While its contents were similar to the gender sections of 2009 and 2010, a
notable addition was the aim to establish the Nordic Centre for Gender in
Military Operations.70 The Centre is the result of a long period of work and
is considered a major milestone in the implementation of a gender perspective within the Armed Forces. Work towards the establishment of the Centre
started in the summer of 2008 and the Senior GA is reported to have dedicated much time to planning and preparations.71
The increasing focus on gender perspective is also reflected in revisions
of the Armed Forces’ long-term planning documents. These include the annual development plan (FMUP) and the Military Strategic Doctrine. Each
development plan focuses on the upcoming three years but also spells out
aims for a ten-year period. The 2009 FMUP (released 22 February 2008)
included the following in the section regarding operations:
In the Armed Forces’ operations planning, a UNSCR 1325 perspective shall
be integrated. In operations planning, it shall be assumed that life, experiences, safety/risks, freedom of movement, HIV/AIDS, etc., for women and men
in the area of operations are not identical. The differences and their consequences shall be analysed prior to deployment with the aim of providing recommendations and knowledge. The Armed Forces’ focus in the integration
of a gender perspective shall be operational effectiveness and at the same
time the strengthening of women’s human rights.
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The Armed Forces shall prioritise increasing the proportion of women
participating in international operations and to this end shall consider establishing a quantitative goal. The Armed Forces shall also ensure that all deployed units have the required competence and dedicated resources to integrate a gender/1325 perspective, such as Gender (Field) Advisors or alternatively Gender Focal Points, in all operations regardless of size. The Armed
Forces shall also prioritise an increased interoperability regarding gender/1325 in military operations at the national level and from a European and
72
multinational perspective.

The 2010 and 2011 FMUPs included similar statements, whereas the 2012
FMUP presented a separate section on ‘Women, peace and security.’ In addition to detailing the background and aims of UNSCR 1325 and 1820, the
section states that the implementation of a gender perspective represents ‘a
goal as well as a tool for military activities and aims to increase total [military] effectiveness.’73 The section also stresses the need for mixed teams,
especially at the tactical level to reach local populations, and that, as a consequence, recruitment of women into the Armed Forces must increase. The
2012 FMUP revisits this concern in a later section regarding personnel supply. Finally, the section on women, peace and security section also states
that there shall be a pool of Gender Advisors and Gender Field Advisors,
and that the Centre for Gender in Military Operations will be established by
1 January 2012.74
In June 2011, the Swedish Armed Forces adopted a revised Military Strategic Doctrine, replacing the previous doctrine of 2002. The role of the doctrine is to direct the planning and implementation of military operations.
Under the heading ‘Gender – an example of effects-based thinking’ we find
that:
[t]hrough integrating gender at all levels as a natural factor in military operations, a broader perspective and a greater understanding of what effects military operations can achieve is gained. Through particularly addressing the
female portion of local populations, better information and intelligence is
gained. With this comes the possibility of communicating with all groups and
representatives carrying out activities among the population. This in turn
provides knowledge as to how resources can best be used and concentrated.
This pertains to regular/high-intensity as well as irregular/low-intensity missions.
Gender in military operations has an internal as well as external focus
when external activities relate to and coordinate with other actors’ activities
within the framework of a comprehensive approach. Gender is used as a strategic tool to understand culture, society, the environment and the desired ef72
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fects where the military operation will be implemented, and then is used as a
tactical tool to achieve the established aims.75

In sum, external and internal steering documents alike show a large increase
in emphasis on the implementation of a gender perspective within the Armed
Forces. Gender and women in conflict have been made into separate sections. While this shows the increased importance placed on the issue, it may
also be interpreted as demonstrating that the implementation of a gender
perspective has ‘outgrown’ its former status as one sub-topic among others
to be mainstreamed into operations planning. Notably, this is also illustrated
in the establishment of the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations.
In addition to the planning documents discussed above, political pressure
can also be considered as a source of influence. While this is more difficult
to document, interviewees have stated that the previous Socialist Government, and in particular its Minister of Defence, Leni Björklund (in office
from 4 November 2002 until 6 October 2006), showed more dedication to
gender issues than their successors.76 According to interviewees, much of the
progress within the Armed Forces has been as a result of internal pressure
within rather than direct political pressure.77 This view is supported by the
fact that organisational initiatives aimed at integrating a gender perspective
generally do not seem to have been the result of government directives, especially in the period including and following Genderforce. Rather, directives have acknowledged these initiatives post facto. In particular, the role of
the Senior GA as a source of pressure has been highlighted by interviewees,78 which we will revisit below. Notably, one interviewee claimed that
internal pressure was essential in that overbearing external political pressure
might have resulted in opposition and a backlash within the Armed Forces.79

The Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations
The Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations merits additional attention. Its origin can be traced to 10 May 2010, when Norway, Finland and
Sweden decided within the framework of the Nordic Defence Cooperation
(NORDEFCO) to establish a Centre for Gender in Military Operations,
which came into being on 1 January 2012. The Centre’s mission is:
to assist in developing concepts and mandates for gender-sensitive operations, facilitate/conduct training and education of key personnel, compile lessons learned and carry out evaluations of gender-sensitive operations. Fur75
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thermore, it is meant as a watchdog for 1325 in the respective defence forces.
Implementation is set for 2011.and estimated to involve 8-10 persons (from a
mix of nations) to be located in one of the Nordic countries.80

Efforts towards establishing the Centre have nevertheless been underway
since summer 2008, as the idea for a centre was first proposed by the Norwegian and Swedish armed forces. Previously, the Nordic countries had
made attempts to cooperate on the establishment of a mixed MOT team,
following the all-female MOT Juliet. Eventually the project of a Nordic
mixed MOT team was abandoned. Then the need for raising awareness and
competence with respect to implementing a gender perspective in military
operations was identified, and the idea of establishing a Nordic centre was
aired. Following a period of much activity during which the Swedish Senior
GA, inter alia, did much preparatory work,81 in 2010 a NORDEFCO report
recommended the establishment of a common centre for gender in military
operations. The Centre was inaugurated on 24 January 2012.
The Centre is located, together with the Swedish International unit,
SWEDINT, outside Stockholm, Sweden. The staff includes instructors, analysts and persons charged with responsibility for cooperation and development. As already noted, the Centre has the potential to play a key role in
supporting further efforts to strengthen the Armed Forces’ implementation
of a gender perspective. The Centre is also well positioned to play an important role in supporting similar implementation developments in other
countries. While the main focus will be the Nordic countries’ military organisations, the target audience also includes other NATO, EU and UN countries.82 The Centre is therefore in a unique position to disseminate the lessons of the Swedish experience to the militaries of other countries.

Current internally-focused work
As noted at the beginning of this report, our focus is on the operational implementation of a gender perspective rather than on internal, equalopportunity organisational work. The Swedish Armed Forces have also
made this strategic distinction, as noted above. However, as one interviewee
stated, the Armed Forces can only be as professional in implementing a gender perspective abroad as they are at home.83 Further, as discussed below,
successful implementation of a gender perspective also requires the recruitment of female soldiers and officers. Internal gender equality and equal80
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opportunity work is therefore of importance in the recruitment and long-term
retention of women in the Armed Forces. Therefore, this section will look
briefly at how this work is now organised in the national structures in Sweden, and at the current recruitment and personnel supply policy.

Gender Focal Points
The latest, and arguably most important recent development has been the
effort to assign Gender Focal Points to large parts of the organisation. In
order to properly integrate a gender perspective in the armed force the 2012
Organisational Mission (VU) stated that all organisational units (regiments)
should assign a Gender Focal Point (GFP) with a percentage (approximately
10%) of his or her working time devoted to providing support to the Commanding Officer and the rest of the unit in preparing for missions in line
with Resolution 1325. This includes providing support for the training of
soldiers and officers on Resolution 1325 and how it will relate to their dayto-day work in in the field of operations, as well as support on recruitment of
women in preparation for missions. With the new organisational structure
and function of the Swedish Armed Forces, with standing units that will
deploy for international operations, the Gender Focal Points have the potential to make an important impact. A GFP within the units will hopefully
ensure that more women are continuously recruited into the units, that troops
are knowledgeable about a gender perspective as it relates to their work, and
that Commanding Officers have the necessary capacity to make informed
decisions in line with the relevant UN resolutions. This will make the unit
better prepared for implementing a gender perspective in their mission as
they ship out.
The aim of the GFP structure is part of the Swedish Armed Forces effort
to create a gender structure made up of Gender Advisors and Gender Focal
Points, intended to effectively put the gender issues on the agenda and start
the implementation. In the end, this is a way of progressively delegating
responsibility to the relevant parts of the organisation – the units that will
operate in the field. The Gender Focal Points should therefore be seen as a
temporary structure, set in place in order to provide support for a transition
that intends to achieve the integration of a gender perspective in the broader
layers of the organisation in the long term.
During the fall of 2012, instructions for the assignment and training of
Gender Focal Points are issued to the units. The training of the GFPs will
take place during spring 2013 at the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military
Operations.
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Guidelines and anti-discrimination work
The internal anti-discrimination work of the Swedish Armed Forces is guid84
ed by the Equality and Gender Equality Plan. The latest document, valid
from 2012 to 2014, was developed by a working group that included representatives from the unions and several parts of the armed forces – navy,
army and air force, as well as the personnel department and the HR Centre. 85
This new steering document combines what were previously two documents:
the Equality Guidance Document and the Gender Equality Plan.
The document shows ‘the direction and focus areas for units, schools and
centres in the development of local action plans’.86 It also details responsibilities for various parts of the organisation and highlights targets and actions
to be taken within the following areas: general working conditions, combining parenthood and work, preventing harassment, as well as the recruitment
and international operations. The responsibility for recruitment and international operations falls on the Chief of Joint Operations, and among the activities specified we find ensuring that recruitment to operations is in line with
resolution 1325, that integration of gender perspective takes place at the
operational and tactical levels, that all contingents have plans of action on
how to implement the gender related UN resolution, that commanders in the
organisations undertake the necessary training for including a gender perspective in their work; and that Gender Focal Points are appointed in the
organisation and given the necessary capacity-building to provide support.
This list is obviously a tall order in an organisation with so much build in
resistance, and the impact of these directives remains to be seen.
A checklist has also been developed for the preparation and adoption of
decisions, as a reminder to include a gender perspective. Checklists for handling harassment and for planning military exercises have also been developed.87
The Swedish Armed Forces have had specialised functions in the past to
counteract discrimination. The former Senior GA worked as an equalopportunity advisor to the Director of Human Resources prior to transfer to
the Chief of Joint Operations in 2006.88 Following the end of Genderforce,
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four persons were hired to cover different aspects of discrimination.89 Later,
in 2009, the Armed Forces underwent a so-called ‘HR transformation’ in
which the Human Resource Centrum (HR Centrum) was established. The
HR Centrum has responsibility for direct contact with soldiers and officers,
while the equal-opportunity advisor to the Director of Human Resources is
responsible for the strategic implementation of anti-discrimination and
equal-opportunity guidance documents.90
In addition to the above-mentioned guidelines, checklists and functions,
the Swedish Armed Forces have participated in and initiated projects aimed
at improving internal efforts towards ensuring equal opportunity. These are
reported to have had varying results.91 Internal education in antidiscrimination and equal opportunity is offered by the Management Unit at
the Military Academy Karlberg in Stockholm. Currently three different
courses have been developed, one of which is aimed at officers at the platoon level and above but will eventually be integrated as part of the Complementary Military Training (see below). The other two courses target ‘contact persons’ who conduct training at their own units and heads of different
functions, respectively. The Association of Military Officers in Sweden also
offers courses in equal opportunity and human rights from a union perspective.92

New recruits and personnel supply
Since 1 July 2010, general conscription for men has been replaced by an allvolunteer policy. New recruits can now apply for Basic Military Training
(Grundläggande	
   Militär	
   Utbildning,	
   GMU), which lasts three months. Following this, a Complementary Military Training (Kompletterande	
   Militär	
  
Utbildning,	
   KMU) can be completed in order to qualify for employment or
further education and training to become a professional officer or specialist.
The Government has expressed hopes that the new system of voluntary
recruitment will help raise the proportion of female recruits and officers.93
By spring 2011, the proportion of female recruits was approximately 1012%, marginally higher than during conscription. Although women made up
about 14% of applicants, they failed to meet minimum standards to a greater
degree than men, in particular with regard to physical strength. However, the
89
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Swedish Armed Forces have practised positive discrimination so that all
women who have met minimum requirements have also been recruited,
thereby raising slightly their overall proportion of all recruits.94
To attract recruits, the Armed Forces have conducted advertising campaigns. It is reported that these campaigns have been biased towards media
outlets that are read by a larger proportion of men than women,95 and generally portray an action-oriented stereotype of military service. The Armed
Forces have identified advertisements tailored to women as an area to develop during 2012.96
UNSCR 1325 and training in the tactical implementation of a gender perspective in the area of operations are not explicitly included in the GMU
training, mainly because the GMU is very limited in scope and not in itself
adequate training for deployment.97 However, the training includes basic
education in equal rights and training in patrolling, both of which include
cultural sensitivity and implementation of a gender perspective.98
The three-year Officers’ Programme at the Swedish National Defence
College includes education and training in the implementation of a gender
perspective. The study plan for students currently states that:
[t]he officer is a representative of the state and its monopoly on violence,
which means that the officer must demonstrate the ability within his/her work
to make decisions that take into consideration relevant scientific, societal and
ethical concerns, with particular consideration of human rights. Central to
this is (gender) equality and equal opportunity.99

The plan also states that all parts of the programme include a focus on
values and attitudes, ‘inter alia, from an equality and equal-opportunity perspective.’100
The current programme includes two compulsory courses in ‘Leadership
and learning.’ both in the internal organisation of the Armed Forces and in
external activities, in which the implementation of a gender perspective has
recently been included, with a particular focus on UNSCR 1325. Students
are reported to show relatively little interest in the gender-related content of
the course with the exception of some female students. Priorities set for the
officers’ programme by the College reportedly also reflect relatively little
interest in the implementation of a gender perspective. Further, focus is on
94
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operational effectiveness rather than the conditions of women in the area of
operations. In conclusion, an interviewee claimed that the officers’ programme does not give students the proper foundation for implementing a
gender perspective in their future work as officers.101
Despite the guidelines discussed above, female soldiers and officers still
experience discrimination and sexual harassment. In a recently published
study on discrimination within the Swedish Armed Forces, 24.1% of female
respondents state that they have experienced harassment because of their
sex.102 The media have also reported cases of sexual harassment of female
recruits.103 Female soldiers and officers still have to cope with a maledominated environment and have to develop strategies to overcome gender
barriers.104 According to the Armed Forces, a non-discriminatory work environment is important for recruiting and retaining key competence.105 The
persistence of gender discrimination and a male-dominated culture can
therefore be considered an obstacle to increased recruitment of women in the
Armed Forces. This also affects international operations in that deployed
women disproportionately leave service ahead of schedule.106
The Armed Forces have not only struggled to recruit new female soldiers
and officers, but also to promote women. There are very few women in visible positions of authority in the Armed Forces today. Only one has served as
General Director of the Armed Forces, and she is the only woman to have
participated in the Armed Forces Command. It is, however, notable that she
is a civilian. To date, there have been no female generals – a situation that
has been identified as in need of change. According to one interviewee, one
reason for this is that very few women have reached a high enough rank to
be promoted to general. There now exist female colonels, however, who
may one day be candidates for promotion.107
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The Swedish model of implementation of a
gender perspective in international military
operations

The Swedish Armed Forces have worked with both integrating a gender
perspective and developing specific	
   gender	
   functions in international operations. These functions cannot, however be separated as two different things.
The task of specialist gender functions in operations is to support all other
functions and they thereby contribute to mainstreaming. They are also responsible for ensuring that units training includes how to implement a gender perspective. Consequently, all unit members should have at least some
knowledge of how to implement a gender perspective in their work, in contrast to the troops of many other countries contributing troops.
This chapter is nevertheless mainly about the specialist functions that carry the main burden of implementing a gender perspective during operations:
Senior Gender Advisor, Gender Advisor (GA), Gender Field Advisor (GFA)
and Gender Focal Point (GFP). Their roles and responsibilities, as well as
the actual activities they engage in, are discussed in this chapter.
To a large degree, the roles of the GA and GFA have developed in gradual if not always linear ways. GAs and GFAs have worked in different contexts and circumstances, and their individual personalities have also been
important. GAs deployed to EUFOR RD Congo (2006) and EUFOR
Tchad/RCA (2008-2009) have played important and formative roles, and the
current model has been developed and structured within the context of Sweden’s participation in the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in
Afghanistan. It is also within the context of ISAF that Sweden has gained
the most field experience working specifically on the implementation of a
gender perspective. Thus, the experience of ISAF constitutes the core of this
chapter, and it is therefore important to keep in mind that applications of the
Swedish Armed Forces model will need to be adapted to the particular circumstances of each future operation. There have also been cases in which
the difference between a GA and a GFA has not been clear-cut. The following accounts of each function should therefore be considered ‘ideal’, rather
than comprehensive descriptions of the tasks and responsibilities of every
GA, GFA and GFP.
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In addition to the GA, GFA and GFP functions, mixed engagement teams
(METs) and all-female engagement teams have also been used to implement
a gender perspective in operations.

Gender Advisor
Gender Advisors have been posted in various operations since 2006. Their
roles and responsibilities have also varied, so this section will concentrate on
the GA’s main features.

Swedish Armed Forces HQ
In the Swedish Armed Forces there is currently one Senior GA, who is responsible for the overall implementation of a gender perspective in within
the organisation. The Senior GA serves directly under the Chief of Joint
Operations, but also advises staff in other parts of the organisation. She is
also a point of contact and advisor for GAs and GFAs in operations abroad.
The incumbent Senior GA assumed the position in November 2011. The
preceding GA currently serves in a similar position at NATO Supreme
Headquarters, as GA to the Supreme Allied Commander Europe. Prior to
serving as Senior GA in the Swedish Armed Forces, she was the project
manager for the Armed Forces’ participation in Genderforce, served as GA
at the EUFOR RD Congo Operation HQ and Force HQ in 2006, and worked
in Human Resources at the Armed Forces HQ. The current Senior GA has
previously worked as GA in EUFOR Tchad/RCA and in the Combined Joint
Staff Exercise in 2010, as well as several years as an expert on gender and
human rights in the UN system and as a gender advisor for the Swedish Rescue Services Agency, and involved in the Genderforce project.
The Senior GA has not had any explicit guidelines for her work, which
instead has been regulated through the Organisation Mission and through
conversations with her superior, the Chief of Joint Operations.
One interviewee noted that the Senior GA’s proximity to the Chief of
Joint Operations has made it possible to wield significant influence over
strategic operations planning, and thereby to promote an increased focus on
the implementation of a gender perspective.108 In addition to the Senior GA,
three other GAs have also held positions, for six months, 1.5 years and three
years, respectively, working, inter alia, on the integration of gender in military staff exercises and in support of the Senior GA in developing the Swedish mission in Afghanistan’s efforts to implement a gender perspective in
operations.109 As noted above, the Senior GA has also been supported by
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members of the Gender Pool. However, for the most part the Senior GA has
not had any direct colleagues in HQ with responsibility for integrating a
gender perspective. According to the former Senior GA, this has had the
benefit of compelling her to work through the formal hierarchy of the Armed
Forces.110 She has also suggested to the head of the Military Intelligence and
Security Service that it designate a GA or GFP to improve its implementation of a gender perspective in intelligence and information gathering.111
Even though it is advantageous for the Senior Gender Advisor to have a
proximity to the Chief of Joint Operations, the issue of resistance and reluctance to carry out orders still exist. The current mandate and goals of policy
documents and internal directives is to integrate a gender perspective at all
levels of command in all operations. This goal is nevertheless much too ambitious given the fact that the gender organisation within HQ only consists of
one person. In order to make implementation more effective the senior GA
clearly needs more staff, as well as GFPs spread out throughout the HQ. It is
also problematic that the responsibility for the integration of gender perspective is not formally part of management with the authority to issue orders.
Given the resistance within the organisation, the lack of formal authority
means that staff within HQ as well as in the field units are suspicious about
the Gender Advisor function being nothing more than politically correct
window-dressing. When it is, little effort is obviously made to implement
the directives on gender perspective.
There is moreover a significant difference between a Gender Advisor and
other Advisors, such as Political Advisors or Legal Advisors, as the responsibility for implementing a gender perspective often falls on the Gender Advisor. While POLAD and LEGAD are simply advisors with no or very limited responsibility for implementation, the work of the Gender Advisor includes ensuring that the entire organisation, including the units in the field,
performs its tasks according to UNSCR 1325. It also includes drafting all
background materials and sections of orders, as well as providing advice in
different staff functions. To be responsible for the cultural and structural
changes of the armed forces or within specific units is a tall order for a single individual, who also lacks the brass on the shoulders to be taken seriously in an inherently hierarchical organisation.
A challenge for the GAs is the lack of common understanding of the role
and tasks of a Gender Advisor within the armed forces and the national or
international commands with which they deploy. This has lead to a great
variety and ‘ad hocery’ in terms of the tasks and duties of the Gender Advisors – often depending on the priorities of the Commanding Officer, the
attitudes within the units, the local situation, as well as on the individual
personalities of the Gender Advisor. A lack of understanding or sense of
110
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priority among commanders has also resulted in unreasonable workloads and
tasks. The Senior Gender Advisor at the Directorate for Operations, for instance, has the responsibility for the implementation of a gender perspective
at strategic, operational and tactical levels of command in a very complex
cross-organisational and cross-thematic scheme. This has resulted in the
Senior Gender Advisor having to rely on the voluntary work of others in the
organisation. This involves lecturing, advising and other types of support,
paid or sometimes unpaid and most often conducted in their own free time
and beyond their normal duties. To be able to get the support of these individuals, who are most often former Gender Field Advisors, the Senior Gender Advisor has to spend much time on the bureaucratic procedures of obtaining permission from their Commanding Officers.
As with all strategies, ends have to be matched with ways and means in
order to be achievable. Further discussion on how to achieve such balance is
provided in the final chapter of this study.

Gender Advisors in military operations
The Swedish Armed Forces have posted GAs to the operational headquarters
of several missions. In the past, Sweden has seconded GAs to EUFOR RD
Congo, EUFOR Tchad/RCA and Nordic Battle Group (NBG) 08 Operational and Force HQ, and NBG -11 OHQ and FHQ. It is worth highlighting that
these positions were created as a direct result of initiatives from the Swedish
Armed Forces and the SwAF’s efforts to implement a gender perspective.
That work that is now being adapted and replicated both in international
organisations, such as NATO and EU, as well as in other countries. The fact
that the previous senior GA within the Swedish Armed Forces is today the
Allied Command Operations Gender Advisor at NATO HQ in Brussels is an
indicator of the leadership that the Swedish Armed Forces have been displaying within this field. Moreover, the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military
Operations will have an important role in institutionalizing this method of
work and continue to develop it and make it adaptable to all actors.
In the case of both EUFOR RD Congo and EUFOR Tchad/RCA, the
Swedish GA was posted at Operational HQ. During the latter, there was also
a GA posted at Force HQ in Chad, but this position was filled by a French
captain with only 10% of her work-time allotted to the role as a GA. The
experience of the GAs participating in EUFOR RD Congo and EUFOR
Tchad/RCA must be seen in the context that they were novel functions,
working within a multinational environment.
The GA to EUFOR RD Congo reported that she received no information
on what her tasks were prior to deployment. The GA function was established as a result of Swedish political pressure in Brussels. While the Force
Commander initially lacked understanding of the GA’s role, this was subsequently worked out cooperatively between them. As a result, the work of the
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GA was made more operational and tactical, with a focus on operational
effectiveness.112
According to a report from the EUFOR RD Congo GA, ‘Gender Issues
were taken into account during the EUFOR planning phase and were incorporated into the Operational Plan (OPLAN). The Op Cdr decided upon a
Direction and Guidance for Gender Issues with details of the integration of
the Gender perspective into EUFOR RD CONGO.’113 A Soldier’s card that
included a focus on sexual exploitation and abuse was also decided upon and
distributed.114 Training was given to 250 mission members. Twenty GFPs
were designated in different units and staff branches. These provided information to the FHQ Legal Advisor and Gender Officer, who prepared weekly
reports to the GA at OHQ.115 Subsequent GAs and GFAs have also appointed GFPs.
The EUFOR RD Congo Commanding Officer (CO) has stated that the
role of the GA (or GFA, for that matter) should be to advise the CO, to educate the mission and to initiate outreach in local communities.116 Furthermore, he stated that the main lessons learned from including a GA function
during EUFOR RD Congo were that 1) certain issues are only possible to
handle effectively with women present; and 2) training of the missions is a
key to success.117
During EUFOR Tchad/RCA, the GA function at OHQ was filled by two
Swedes. The first GA reported that her recruitment took a very long time
and consequently she joined the operation later than most of her colleagues.
In sum she spent about six weeks in Chad and had to rely on the work of the
GA at FHQ for the implementation at the field level. 118 The latter was Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff at the personnel staff function, J1, and dedicated
10% of her work time to gender issues.119 In particular, the two had different
views on the role of the GA. Whereas the OHQ GA stressed the importance
of a gender perspective for military effectiveness, the French GA and CO
considered the role closely connected to code-of-conduct and sexual harassment issues.120 This was an obstacle to the work of the OHQ GA. In addition, the OHQ GA arrived relatively late in the planning phase of the operation and therefore did not have the opportunity to influence the OPLAN. 121
While the EUFOR Tchad/RCA OPLAN main document did not refer to the
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implementation of UNSCR 1325 and a gender perspective, there was a gender annex that had been copied from the EUFOR RD Congo OPLAN by the
EUFOR Tchad/RCA Legal Advisor. This annex was very short and included
only general guidelines stating that UNSCR 1325 and a gender perspective
were to be mainstreamed at all levels of the operation.122
Despite this, the GA was able to conduct an overview and analysis of the
gender-related efforts within the operation, and subsequently decided on a
strategy for future work which included securing information from the area
of operations, providing training to the operation, designating GFPs, cooperating with local women’s organisations and developing a system of reporting
and evaluation. While there had not existed any Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for the GA at the outset of the operation, SOPs and checklists
were developed for the GA and other staff functions by the GA in cooperation with the OHQ Chief of Staff.123 The EUFOR Tchad/RCA GA SOP was
based on the EUFOR RD Congo GA SOPs for staff functions, which had
been written by the EUFOR RD Congo GA. Guiding documents from
EUFOR Tchad/RCA have in turn been used to develop SOPs and guidelines
for the implementation of a gender perspective in ISAF.124
A notable development between EUFOR RD Congo and EUFOR
Tchad/RCA was that the latter’s GA was able to develop guidelines and
checklists for all military staff functions. Similarly, as GFAs in Afghanistan
would eventually experience, different staff functions demonstrated that it
was easier to work with the different staff branches at FHQ-level than at
OHQ-level, and that among the former those working more closely with
external actors, including through psy ops, were more receptive to input
from the GA.125
The succeeding Swedish GA at EUFOR Tchad/RCA reported improved
cooperation with the GA and CO at FHQ. According to her, this resulted
from the fact that the new GA at FHQ, who took on the function shortly
after the new Swedish GA was deployed, had been recruited from an operational branch rather than Human Resources. As a result, incoming soldiers
and officers were given a new brief by the GA that focused on operational
aspects of gender more than the previous brief had.126 The Field CO also
realised the potential gain from including a gender perspective, in particular
for cooperation with NGOs and INGOs.127
The experiences of GAs deployed to EUFOR RD Congo and EUFOR
Tchad/RCA differ from those of GFAs subsequently deployed to the Swedish Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) in Afghanistan because the GAs
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were stationed at OHQ rather than FHQ, and therefore had limited opportunities to take part in the tactical work of the operation. Moreover, they were
working as staff officers in a EU-operation and staff and not as part of a
national contingent within a larger NATO-framework, which meant a more
multi-cultural environment to navigate. Because their functions were novel,
the GAs had to expend much effort to explain and justify their roles. However, the experiences of these GAs have been formative in the further development of the Swedish model for implementation of a gender perspective.
Notably, Swedish forces have also participated in multinational operations in which there have been GAs deployed by other countries, such as the
NATO Kosovo Force. Conversely, there were no GAs deployed to Operation Unified Protector (the NATO 2011 Libya operation). When participating in multinational operations, the Swedish Armed Forces do not always
have the discretion to designate particular functions such as GAs. Rather, in
such cases the designation of such functions is the result of negotiations
among the countries contributing troops.

Gender Advisor at RC North
A GA function has also been established at Regional Command North (RC
North) in Afghanistan.128 The first person to fill this function was a Swedish
former GFA, from late 2010 into 2011. According to this person, a Provincial Reconstruction Team GFA (PRT GFA) divides his or her time approximately 60% vs 40% between strategic staff work and tactical work, while
the RC North GA divides his or her time 90% vs 10%.
The main tasks of the GA at RC North are comparable to those of the
PRT GFA. This includes serving as an advisor to the RC North CO, participating in operational planning processes and weekly reporting. In addition,
the RC North GA has been responsible for liaising with different PRT GFAs
or equivalent functions, with GA functions at ISAF Joint Command and
with the Commander of ISAF in Kabul.129
The GA at RC North has worked to include a gender perspective in various orders sent from RC North to the PRTs in the region. The FS22130 GFA,
who arrived in Afghanistan in May 2011, received a draft of renewed SOPs
(SOP 003 Gender Focus in PRT) that was based on new directives from RC
North concerning METs as well as on experience from the Swedish-Finnish
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force.131 Furthermore, with the establishment of a GA function at RC North,
a chain of communication has been established between the PRT GFA and
the GAs at ISAF Joint Command and the ISAF CO in Kabul.132
The Swedish GA that served in RC North during 2011 received preparatory leadership training in Poland. As she previously served as GFA in the
Swedish PRT, she had extensive experience with military staff work.133

Military staff exercises
There have been GA functions in military exercises such as Combined Joint
Staff Exercise 08, 09, 10, 11, and 12, Illuminated Summer 08 and 11, and
Viking 08 and 11. Some interviewees have reported that these GA functions
were mostly built on scenarios reminiscent of the conflicts in the Balkans
during the 1990s. In these scenarios, large refugee movements have been an
important element, with a particular focus on women refugees. The GA
functions have therefore been more humanitarian than operational. For example, they have focused on the special needs of female refugees rather than
on how a gender perspective can improve military effectiveness.134 Interviewees have further reported that the scenarios have been constructed in
such a way that gender-specific information has been perceived to be of little
value to the rest of the unit.135
As stated above, work is being done to integrate a gender perspective into
military exercises. The Senior GA has been involved in the planning process
of military exercises but, according to one former CO, this has occurred too
late in the process to be able to cite examples where a gender perspective
appears relevant.136 New scenarios take several months to develop, and are
difficult to change.137 Moreover, insuring a gender perspective in the scenarios require that one person is tasked to follow the process, which can take as
much as 50% of the working time over the course of one year.
No officer would dispute the pact that exercises are hugely important for
capacity-building. When it comes to the integration of a gender perspective,
the exercises are important for both for Gender Advisors, as well as for the
organisation at large. Virtually all aspects of operations performed or
planned by the Swedish Armed Forces are continuously exercised, and to
integrate gender perspective into the exercises is fundamental in order to
increase the organisation’s understanding and competence of these issues.
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Learning by doing, in this case working with a GA, or watching them implement a gender perspective in an exercise, as well as by practicing applying a gender perspective to their own work, has proven to be a more important factor to success than stand-alone courses. This could be because the
military method of work is heavily built around exercises, and most officers
learn by practical implementation, rather than by theoretical lectures. An
exercise environment is also deemed to be a “safe” environment, where one
can try new concepts and ideas without serious negative consequences.138
The Gender Advisor in the exercise ‘Viking 2008’ performed an evaluation
which showed that 97% of the trained audience that had been in immediate
contact with the Gender Advisor had a better perception and understanding
of the gender issues after the exercise.139

Gender Field Advisor
Describing the work of the GFAs in generic terms is difficult as it has been a
position that has constantly evolved over the years in Afghanistan. This process has been based on lessons learned, changed policies, as well as the personalities and preferences of the GFAs and their commanding officers. Making the GFA as effective as possible is an entirely new and untested process
that by necessity involves plenty of experimentation and innovation to overcome challenges and to improve what is already working. Each individual
GFA has contributed to this process by introducing and testing new routines
and instructions for themselves and their successors. Many of the challenges
faced in early deployments have therefore been dealt with and sometimes
solved.
According to the Swedish Armed Forces, the GFA:

is responsible for the implementation of UNSCR 1325/2000 and UNSCR1820/2008, in order to mainstream gender issues at all levels of the military’s work. The role of the GFA can vary depending on the size and type of
the operation, the mandate, the operational area and reinforcing or deterring
structures in the operational area. An introductory analysis of equality and
gender relations in the prospective Area of Responsibility (AOR) will provide a platform for all other work and measures. During the mission, the
GFA supports the CO in operational planning and is responsible for the overall implementation and mainstreaming of the gender efforts in the mission.
Other tasks that the GFA is responsible for during his/her time abroad consist
of:
• being an asset from a security perspective (Force Protection through
good relations with the citizens of the AOR).
• providing a link to important civilian elements in the local community.
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• directly supporting the commander in the planning, conduct and evaluation of operations, by implementing a Gender Perspective in the operational work.
• educating, monitoring and supporting the Gender Focal Points.
• presenting a gender analysis related to the operational work in the
AOR.140

This description shows the very disparate nature of the tasks a GFA is expected to undertake. This is however due to the nature of the role of a GFA
which is to support the mainstreaming of a gender perspective in the organisation and to support and guide other functions in integrating a gender perspective into their work. The tasks of a GFA are thereby as varied as the
tasks of the organisation itself. The practical interpretation and implementation of these tasks has varied greatly among past GFAs. Also, several interviewees have reported that the GFA function was very unclear, both to the
GFAs and to their colleagues.141
While supposedly generic, the GFA concept has to a large extent been
developed within the context of the ISAF mission in Afghanistan. The GFA
SOP was originally based on the guidance documents from the EUFOR
Tchad/RCA GA, which in turn had been based on the guidance documents
from the EUFOR RD Congo GA, all developed by the GA.
GFAs have been appointed by the CO in close cooperation with the Senior GA at the Swedish Armed Forces HQ. They serve six months in Afghan142
istan and follow the same rotation as the Armed Forces in general. They
have been recruited from both military and non-military positions, with
varying backgrounds and education. Only two have been civilians, and it has
been a conscious decision to focus on recruiting military personnel in order
to ensure organisational knowledge and understanding. Some interviewees
have stated that they were recruited at a relatively late point in time and thus
did not take part in all of the preparations that the rest of the unit did, including team-building activities.143
The first Gender Advisors were deployed without much preparation or instructions, simply because there had been no time to develop training modules or structures for preparing individuals for such tasks. However, there
was always a contact person (most often the Senior Gender Advisor) at
Swedish Armed Forces Headquarters to whom the Gender Advisors could
turn for advice and guidance continuously during the mission. The Gender
Advisors were nevertheless briefed before deployment, de-briefed afterwards, and also required to send in a written report to the Senior Gender
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Advisor. The Senior Gender Advisor also followed-up with the Commanding Officers, Chiefs of Staff, ACOS and other colleagues to the Gender Advisor in question. These processes produced useful lessons learned that
quickly improved the instructions and methods of work for the GAs.
Even in the early stages there has nevertheless been a structure in place
with mandatory pre-deployment training and preparations for the Gender
Field Advisors. This has included:
1. Attending the Gender Field Advisor course (now at the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations);
2. Participating as a Gender Advisor in an international staff exercise,
such as the Combined Joint Staff Exercise (CJSE), Viking, or Illuminated Summer;
3. Undergoing a one-day qualitative psychological evaluation, equivalent to the evaluation for aspiring colonels, and;
4. Pre-mission brief by the Senior Gender Advisor at the Directorate of
Operations.
A Gender Annex to the OPLAN for the Swedish ISAF PRT has also been
developed and revised over time. The original version was less specific and
gave much freedom to the GFAs themselves to prioritise and structure their
work. This was freedom under responsibility and often a hard task to perform if the unit was not ‘culturally ready’ for some aspects of implementing
a gender perspective. As an example, in these early stages different GFAs
would prioritise the various tasks, such as supporting staff work or coordinating with external actors, differently. Over time, a standardised prioritisation of the tasks was created. For example, taking active part in the planning
process was deemed to be one of the most important tasks, while coordinating with external actors – such as NGOs – was one of the lesser important.
The instructions for the GFAs are nevertheless still too general and more
phrased as political goals rather than as tasks to be carried out. For this purpose work has in October 2012 begun at HQ to further improve the concept
of Gender Advisors and to revise not only the Gender Annex and Terms of
Reference. This work also seeks to improve the GA training, how to delegate responsibility, the structures of the Gender functions, and the way
Mixed Engagement Teams (METs) report, what indicators they should use
and how they should write lessons learned reports.144
The deployment of Swedish Gender Advisors began unstructured and unprepared, but has continuously evolved and improved over time. It should
also be noted that it was a very conscious decision to start deploying GAs
before the organisation was ready and all the necessary structures, instructions, concepts, and training were developed. By learning from practice the
144
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progress in implementing a gender perspective is deemed to have gone much
faster – something that is obvious in the advantage that Sweden holds compared to most other nations. Waiting for the bureaucratic processes to develop before acting would have taken much longer time – especially within an
organisational culture involving so much resistance. The deployment of
Gender Advisors can thereby be viewed as a long learning and organisational development process. With each set of lessons learned the organisation
improves. Given the many external factors shaping the circumstances and
possibilities for a Gender Advisor to succeed in his/her work, limited individual responsibility for the implementation of gender issues can be
placed.145

Education and training
GFAs have undergone pre-deployment education together with the rest of
the unit, as well as the special seven-day GFA course. The former is discussed in section.
The GFA course has been offered regularly since the end of Genderforce
and in June 2011 was accredited as NATO-selected.146 This means that the
course meets the requirements and standards of NATO – the second course
at SWEDINT to receive such accreditation.147 The course is from 2012 conducted by the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations.
The GFA course content has been offered approximately twice a year and
has changed to some extent over time. The course purpose is as follows:
A Gender Field Advisor is the commander’s or head of mission’s strongest
resource for the implementation of gender awareness in any operation or
mission. The GFA Course is a basic course designed to train individuals to
function in the role of a Gender Field Advisor at the operational and tactical
levels, in all types of military and security operations or missions. …
The Course will give participants knowledge as to how to integrate gender
perspectives at the operational and tactical levels in support of the mandates
of UNSCR 1325 and 1820. After the Course, participants should be able to
function as GFAs on gender issues in their respective organisations, in both
national and multinational staff environments.148

The document further states that the GFA course consists of four building
blocks:
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1. How to operationalise UNSCR 1325 and 1820 and a gender perspective into operations/missions.
2. Experiences and Lessons Learned from previous operations/missions with GFAs.
3. Methodology including operational planning, policy and best practices.
4. Case scenarios from different missions.149
The GFA course includes presentations by researchers, NGO representatives, former GAs and GFAs, and other officers. The GFA course undergoes
regular revisions and updates, based on evaluations by students, and has
therefore developed over time to become more oriented towards giving the
GFAs the tools for performing their tasks as GFAs, such as how to writer
orders and cooperate with different functions in the staff. Prior military staff
experience is a prerequisite for participation; however, during the latest GFA
courses, many participants have lacked such prior experience and a minority
had immediate plans to be deployed as GFAs or GAs.
Some GFAs have received additional education and training to compensate for lack of staff experience, but this has not been the case for all. Several former GFAs and COs interviewed have pointed to the lack of military
staff experience as an obstacle to the work of the GFA.150 Although there
exist courses in how to work within a military staff, one interviewee claimed
that this does not fully compensate for lack of actual experience.151
In addition to the GFA course and pre-deployment training, GFAs deployed to Afghanistan have spent approximately one week with their predecessor,152 during which information and experience are transmitted. However, because the departing GFA must also prepare to return home, the period
in which information can be exchanged is in practice significantly shorter
than a week. One interviewee reported that this period was approximately
two to three days in reality.153

Staff work
The GFA is, at least within the context of the Swedish PRT in Afghanistan,
formally a part of the command group. The command group serves in an
advisory function to the CO and participates in the Commander’s morning
brief, which takes place most mornings. This group also includes a Legal
Advisor, Political Advisor and Development Advisor. An important difference between the GFA and the other advisors is that the GFA, in practice if
149
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not in theory, is also responsible for the actual integration of a gender perspective within the mission, not just for advising the CO on how to do so.
GFAs have also participated in staff work and operational planning
through, e.g., the Key Leader Engagement Working Group, as well as by
cooperating with various staff sections.
The Commanding Officer’s use of GFAs
Through the GFA’s participation in the Command Group, the GFA has direct access to the CO.154 COs have a large degree of discretion as to how to
use their advisors and the Command Group. While most former COs have
stated that the GFA should prioritise staff work, some have stressed building
external contacts as a priority.155
GFAs have advised COs on a gender perspective regarding several issues.
According to one former GFA, GFAs can contribute through knowledge of
relevant directives and resolutions, as well as by highlighting best practices
and positive effects from the implementation of a gender perspective.156 COs
have also used GFAs in external contacts, through key-leader engagement
with local female leaders, inter alia.
GFAs interviewed have highlighted the importance of active support from
their COs to successfully completing their tasks, and have reported varying
degrees of support. Some have noted that the CO expressed public support
and priority for the implementation of a gender perspective, but in practice
showed little interest in it.157 According to a former GA158, while her CO
would make decisions that she suggested, she as GA would also be made
responsible for ensuring they were implemented.159 Another CO had previously participated in the Genderforce project and thereby had knowledge of
what a gender perspective entails and what the role of a GFA is.160 Interviews indicate that such previous knowledge resulted in greater support for
the work of the GFAs.
Chief of Staff and other advisors
GFAs have stated that cooperation with Chiefs of Staff is important. Participating fully in the operation planning process entails participating in several
sometimes parallel meetings. Since the GFA does not have a deputy, the
Chief of Staff plays an important role in helping the GFA prioritise among
and participate in these meetings.
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Similarly to COs, Chiefs of Staff have shown varying support for the
work of the GFA. According to one interviewee, such support depends more
on whether or not the Chief of Staff believes the GFA role is beneficial to
operational effectiveness than on the support of the CO. The reason is that
COs are purportedly more sensitive to political pressure from home.161 According to one account, the Chief of Staff’s willingness to assist in writing
orders also depended on him receiving direct instructions to that effect from
the CO.162
In addition to the CO and Chief of Staff, interviewees have stated that
they have cooperated to varying degrees with Legal Advisors and Development Advisors.
Staff branches
GFAs have worked more closely with some staff branches than others. In
particular, interviewees have highlighted the importance of cooperation with
the following:
•

•

•

•
•

G1 (personnel) – The OPLAN and OPORDER state that the GFA should
follow-up on relevant sections of the Code of Conduct. In addition, interviewees have stated that G1 has an important role in recruiting local female
interpreters.
G2 (intelligence) – The G2 Production Cell is particularly important with
regard to collecting intelligence from the entire population to develop a
comprehensive picture of the area of operations.
G3 (operations) – To support the short-term planning process, including
patrols, search operations, etc., through operation orders and annexes. Involvement in G3 is also important ‘[s]o that all personnel can give support
to the units in the field regardless were [sic] the GFA or the GFP is.’163
G5 (planning) – To support the long-term planning process.
G9 (civil-military cooperation, CIMIC) – The CIMIC function can be helpful in identifying opportunities for cooperation with women in operations.
Furthermore, cooperation with G9 is important to including a gender perspective in quick-impact projects so that women’s needs are taken into
consideration.164

Cooperation with these staff branches has varied. According to one interviewee, G2 and G9 were more receptive to the ideas of the GFA because
they could see an obvious benefit in their own work of implementing a gender perspective.165 Another GFA stated that she had cooperated closely with
161
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G5 and G9 because they were located in the same corridor.166 The same
GFA stated that it had been more challenging to cooperate with G3, and that
generally the different staff branches acted in solitary ways.167 A former
PRT commander stated that the GFA, like other advisors, had open access to
all staff branches and planning meetings.168 One former CO noted that the
GFA had problems with the Political and Development Advisors because
they felt that the GFA was encroaching on ‘their’ territory.169

Training soldiers and Gender Focal Points
As noted above, GFAs have educated mission members about UNSCR 1325
and implementing a gender perspective. Firstly, GFAs have been made responsible for conducting gender-related pre-deployment education and training for the entire unit. One interviewee stated that the fact that the GFA was
required to conduct this education created some confusion and disagreement,
since the GFA was supposed to be there himself/herself to receive preparatory education.170
Secondly, GFAs have been responsible for providing supplemental education on gender issues in the area of operations. In particular, this task has
been assigned to designated Gender Focal Points within the unit. One interviewee stated that there was little time to conduct training in the field because of the security situation, and that ideally therefore training should be
completed before deployment.171

Liaising with civilian organisations and local leaders
In the efforts to use a gender perspective to increase operational effectiveness, liaising with civilian organisations and local leaders foremost has the
aim of collecting information about women’s situation in society, particularly when it comes to security. The extent to which GFAs liaised with local
and international NGOs or engaged in small-scale gender-related development work varied greatly. Partly it was done through cooperation and advice
to the G9 and the CO, and partly through meetings with local NGOs.
Some GFAs were very much involved in local development projects for
women, whereas other GFAs focused more exclusively on internal staff
work. Examples of the former included the establishment of a women’s
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market in the Swedish base, a ‘women’s garden,’172 the celebration of International Women’s Day, the building of hygiene facilities in secure areas of
refugee camps173 and the support of planning of a girls’ school.174
An oft-cited project involved the establishment and monitoring of women’s prisons in the area of operations. Some of the women were unaware of
why they had been imprisoned and there were cases of inmates being used as
sex slaves.175 The Swedish Armed Forces, spearheaded by the GFA, participated in the opening and monitoring of such prisons to promote women’s
human rights.
One proposed, although never realised, activity during operations in Chad
focused on the conditions of female refugees. One GA interviewed mentioned a case in which the UNHCR asked the international forces to patrol
areas in which the rape of female refugees had been reported. The GA raised
the issue with her superiors, who nevertheless decided that they did not have
the resources to contribute.176 This is, however, an example of how information about women’s situations can be translated into operations directly
related to the operational mandate of protection.
Activities in the area of female empowerment sought to involve women
in decision-making processes regarding local development projects. Decisions on local development priorities in general were made in cooperation
with the community, e.g., through district councils and shuras. However,
these forums offered little opportunity for women to express views on what
was needed in terms of development and humanitarian support, and on what
could be done to improve security. As a result, GFAs conducted female
shuras to gather information from women in the community and to learn
about their perspectives on different issues. For example, the Swedish
Armed Forces found that, contrary to general assumptions, local women
often prefer wells to be built at a certain distance from where they live, because the walk to and from such facilities allows them private time to socialise with other women of the community.177 Also, operations sometimes lead
to local infrastructure being damaged, and since infrastructure such as bridges may be of differing importance depending on the needs of women and
men, liaising with women is important in prioritising projects for rebuilding.178
Some COs have used their GFAs as their primary points of contact with
key female leaders in the area of operations. In Afghanistan this has included
172
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representatives from the Ministry of Women’s Affairs, but also representatives of women’s organisations, teachers and businesswomen. A recent GFA
noted that because of the increasing emphasis on the civilian elements of the
Swedish mission in Afghanistan, including the Senior Civilian Representative, the GFA was able to gradually scale down contact with NGOs and prioritise military operation planning instead.179
The engagement of key female leaders and the use of female shuras may
also have a positive signalling effect by highlighting the political role of
women,180 and indirectly improve operational effectiveness through the winning of hearts and minds. RC North ordered local ISAF forces to increase
engagement with women to strengthen contact between women and the
Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. This in turn was motivated by the belief that if women experienced increased influence, their trust
in the government would also increase.181
Liaising with local women also resulted in direct operational advantage.
According to one GFA, women often have information about where weapons are located. In one instance, she met with a local woman who, out of
gratitude, thereafter informed ISAF of the whereabouts of hidden weapons
in her town.182 An intriguing case involved a patrol through a village where
all the male inhabitants were gone. As the GFA was present during the patrol, she was able to arrange an ad hoc women’s shura. This meeting provided the GFA and the unit as a whole with information about what had caused
the men to leave the village.
According to interviewees, GFAs faced three notable obstacles in liaising
with local women. Firstly, some GFAs reported that they had very limited
transportation capabilities. While the whole Swedish mission suffers from
logistical difficulties, GFAs reported that this limited their ability to liaise
with local actors.183
Secondly, GFAs also reported that a lack of female interpreters was similarly an obstacle.
Thirdly, one former GFA stated that the most challenging part of her job
was fighting internal resistance to interacting with local women. This resistance in turn comes from concern that Afghan women seen in contact
with foreign soldiers might become targets of attacks.184 While acknowledging the danger of such unintended consequences, the interviewee also
stressed that the same danger exists for Afghan men who are seen as cooperating with ISAF forces.185 Further, she claimed that men often face greater
179
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danger from contacting foreign forces since women are often not considered
potential carriers of information.186

Gender Focal Point
According to the Swedish Armed Forces:
Inside the respective units is a well-tried method for integrating a
gender perspective into the different branches and units. Gender Focal
Points are appointed by their superiors and allocate approximately 5%
of their working time to the task of implementing gender measures in
the field. The GFP is also expected to address the following tasks:
• Assist the commander in implementing procedures dealing with
gender issues.
• Inform and train troops on gender issues related to the operational
work.
• Receive reports from witnesses on any gender-related problems.
• Collect Lessons Learned with regard to gender issues related to the
operational work.
• Stay in regular contact with the GFA and report every two weeks, or ASAP
in matters of urgency, to the GFA.187

GFPs have been used by GAs and GFAs in EUFOR RD Congo and
EUFOR Tchad/RCA, and more extensively in Afghanistan. Since FS 15, all
subsequent rotations in Afghanistan have had designated GFPs in every
platoon and section of the staff prior to deployment. Training of GFPs in the
context of ISAF has mostly been done in Afghanistan at the Swedish camp.
Notably, in contrast to GFPs in EUFOR RD Congo and EUFOR
Tchad/RCA, GFPs in ISAF have also received pre-deployment training in
the implementation of a gender perspective similar to all other mission
members. GFPs have been described as important assets for GAs and GFAs
in the field.188 GAs and GFAs have reported using GFPs to varying degrees.189
Both men and women have been designated as GFPs. GFPs are reported
to have shown a varying degree of commitment and interest in implementing
and reporting on gender-related issues. Some played an important supporting
role for the GA. For example, a former GA in EUFOR Tchad/RCA stated
that she was able to entrust her GFP in J7 (staff section for plans and devel-
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opment) to conduct almost all gender training at OHQ.190 According to interviewees, the GFP’s usefulness to the GA or GFA has probably been the
result not only of the GFP’s personal motivation but more importantly of his
or her superior’s dedication to implementing a gender perspective. Of twenty
GFPs in EUFOR Tchad/RCA, only a small majority reported regularly to the
GA and the reports were often very thin.191 One interviewee noted that weekly reports to the GFA from the GFPs varied noticeably in quality, and that if
their superiors had been interested in the issue, poorly written reports would
not have been accepted.192

Mentoring of Afghan National Security Forces
An increasingly important part of the Swedish work in Afghanistan is the
mentoring of the Afghan National Security Forces. This can be divided into
the Swedish Armed Forces’ Operational Mentor Liaison Teams (OMLTs),
which focus on the Afghan National Army, and mentoring by civilian police
advisors of the Afghan National Police. The latter have been active in mentoring Afghan female police officers and have cooperated in this with the
GFA.193
The OMLTs work closely in partnership with the Afghan National Army
units that they mentor, including participation in specific operations that may
last several days. Former GFAs stated that, to their knowledge, Swedish
OMLTs do not mentor on the implementation of a gender perspective.194
One recent GFA reported that he advised his CO in operations planning to
ensure that both ISAF and the Afghan National Security Forces included a
gender perspective when conducting common search operations.195 Furthermore, the Swedish Armed Forces have so far refrained from using any women as military mentors, reportedly out of concern that such use might be
perceived as culturally insensitive by the Afghan National Army (despite the
fact that the Afghan National Army includes women). On the other hand,
other countries, including the United States, do have female military mentors.196 As the future work of the Swedish Armed Forces in Afghanistan will
increasingly shift towards focusing on mentoring, plans for providing more
training on Resolution 1325 and the practical implications for the work of
ANSF are being developed, as well as recruiting women to the OMLTs.
Furthermore, one interviewee stated that the Afghan National Security Forc190
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es often show a well developed, albeit tacit, gender perspective. For example, they use female members during operations to search women.197
More recently, the Swedish unit has also conducted a number of training
days with female Afghan police officers with the purpose of increasing their
operational competence. This training has focused on three competences:
searching suspects and vehicles; combat first aid; and using the firearm. The
Swedish unit also supports the gender function of the Afghan National Police by attending planning meetings with the higher leadership and by stressing the need for women in operations.

Other assets – Mixed Engagement Teams
In addition to GFAs and GFPs, other assets have been employed to improve
the implementation of a gender perspective. Notably, the Swedish Armed
Forces have experimented with various Military/Mobile Observation
Teams198 (MOTs) that have been dedicated to working on this issue.
Firstly, during FS11, when GFA was not yet deployed to the PRT, an allfemale team – MOT Juliet – was established. This MOT consisted of only
three female officers and therefore lacked the capabilities of a normal
199
MOT.
While the officers reported positive experiences overall in MOT
Juliet, they also stated that they faced obstacles such as lack of transportation
and lack of support and understanding from other mission members.200 According to an interviewee, while MOT Juliet was in many ways a good idea,
it fundamentally lacked the prerequisites for success.201 Notably, three women who took part in MOT Juliet reported that they felt they had become role
models for local women.202 The challenges of MOT Juliet nevertheless led to
a lessons learned process that concluded that the Swedish Armed Forces
should use mixed teams in a prepared and structured way, rather than allfemale teams. Therefore, MOT Juliet was not succeeded by any similar allfemale teams in subsequent rotations.
197
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Secondly, as part of a Nordic cooperation project, NORDSUP203, the
Swedish Armed Forces were tasked with establishing MOT 1325, which
was to be a Nordic multinational Mixed Engagement Team (MET). The
2009 Organisation Mission stated that the team would be established by
FS18.204 This was not realised, however, and the 2010 OM document stated
that MOT 1325 was to be established by FS19 onward.205
Instead of the planned Nordic MOT 1325, a MET designated MOT Y was
established, by the CO of FS18. The leader of MOT Y was a male captain
recruited because he was highly respected by colleagues and thought to have
the proper disposition for understanding the importance of implementing a
gender perspective. He was allowed to recruit his own team members, but
his second-in-command was required to be a woman, and both genders had
to be equally represented within the MOT. They were given supplemental
education and training, in addition to the regular training package given to
all MOTs. Although the Senior GA had initially been against the establishment of MOT Y as a substitute for MOT 1325, it reportedly proved a successful initiative.206 The leader of MOT Y later participated in several seminars and GFA courses to relate his experiences.
The attempt to set up Mixed Engagement Teams is one of the more blatant examples of the organisation’s resistance to gender related work. The
directive to create such teams was an assignment to all Swedish units in
Afghanistan from the Chief of Joint Operations through the VU from 2009.
However, some officers in leading positions resisted this notion and refused
to recruit women to establish METs. In these instances it took additional
pressure in the form of a personal meeting with the Chief of Joint Operations
to succeed. A number of women were in the end recruited, but with very
short notice before the unit’s departure to Afghanistan. This is turn made
their integration into the units difficult.207
Examples can be found that offer evidence of increased operational effectiveness from using METs. In one case, the Swedish Armed Forces conducted patrols in south-western parts of their area of operations, where ISAF had
not been before. The Swedes needed to inform the local population of their
mission. Because they had chosen to conduct the patrol with a MET, they
were able to communicate with all elements of the local community, includ-
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ing the women.208 The impact of this is impossible to assess, but there are
clearly potential benefits from such ‘complete social engagement’.
In another case, female members of a MET received information about a
Taliban commander unlawfully collecting taxes in the area when they visited
a school where men were not allowed access. Because of this information,
the male members of the team, working with the Afghan National Police,
were able to arrest the Taliban commander, thereby also freeing the area of
the unwanted taxation.209
Several interviewees stated that mixed teams were able to communicate
with a broader array of people, and thereby increased operational effectiveness. The reason for this is that heterogeneous units, by counteracting groupthink, result in more perspectives being included, creating in turn an organisational culture better suited to the different forms of complex peace operations and counterinsurgency. For example, according to a former CO, men
and women look for different things when searching houses, thereby contributing to a broader picture.210 Furthermore, it helped moderate an overly
masculine tone of communication within the unit. One GA’s account states
that all-male patrols were met with more hostility and aggression than mixed
teams in the area of operations.211 Furthermore, a mixed team demands a
productive work culture. As one interviewee stated, a poor work environment disrupts the unit and claims a lot of time.212
The capability of establishing mixed teams, including METs, has been
circumscribed by the lack of female soldiers and officers. Initiatives have
been taken to increase the number of women within the Swedish mission in
Afghanistan. The Chief of Joint Operations authored a directive that the
proportion of women in MOTs and provincial offices (POs) was to increase
noticeably by FS17 onward. Despite this, little progress has been seen, and
during FS22 approximately fifty women could be found among the roughly
500 members of the unit, i.e., only 10%. Of these, four were assigned duties
that require extensive activity outside the Swedish camp. The rest include
approximately seventeen women on the staff and one military interpreter.
The FS22 GFA stated in an interview prior to deployment that eight of the
fifty women had signalled a willingness to be included in mixed teams,
thereby forming a MET pool.213
FS21 is reported to have had a slightly more advantageous distribution of
women within the unit. According to one interviewee, the relative disadvantage of FS22 was a result of the organisational transformation of the
208
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Swedish Armed Forces into standing units. The Swedish unit that was tasked
to establish the FS22 force, K3, did not have many female officers or soldiers, thereby resulting in a disadvantageous distribution of women in
FS22.214
Deployed women are overrepresented when it comes to experiencing
physical and psychological problems during service. As noted above, this
has also led to a disproportionate number of women leaving service ahead of
schedule.
Novel methods have been able to mitigate some of the effects of this gender imbalance. One former GFA stated that during her period in Afghanistan, the Swedish PRT organised an extraordinary number of mixed-gender
foot patrols in Mazar-e Sharif. This was possible, despite few female soldiers and officers, because female members of the staff were included as
well.215 The EUFOR RD Congo GA reported a similar case where the
Commander of Airborne Regiment in Libreville decided to give his female
support personnel additional training with the aim of including them in patrols and exercises.216
The general MOT structure was eventually abandoned because of the decayed security situation. The 2011 Organisation Mission stated that the ‘implementation of the concept MOT 1325 shall be completed from FS20 onwards in a different form; in 2012 this concept shall be evaluated.’217
Another asset considered critical to successful work with local women is
female interpreters. Because of the lack of female military interpreters, the
Swedish Armed Forces have been dependent on hiring local women as interpreters. In general this has been challenging because Afghan culture often
precludes women from working outside the home. As a result, the Swedish
Armed Forces have been forced to seek the permission of close male family
members of the potential female employee. Furthermore, local female interpreters have been circumscribed in their work because they are usually not
allowed to travel during the night; in some cases chaperones have been used
to allow such women to participate in operations.
As noted above, GFAs also faced resistance from their own colleagues
when hiring local women as interpreters, because of their fear of putting
them at risk. According to an account from MOT Juliet (the all-female MOT
during FS11 in 2006), their local female interpreter had been harassed by her
male colleague, and later it was reported that she had been murdered.218 An
investigation nevertheless proved that it was more probable that she had
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committed suicide. Moreover, as also noted above, locally employed men
were also exposed to risk as a consequence of cooperating with ISAF forces.

Issues regarding the rest of the Swedish Force in
Afghanistan
The aim of the Swedish Armed Forces is to integrate a gender perspective
within the entire mission. The particular functions and assets discussed
above have been one way of securing a gender perspective, but work has
also been done to mainstream a gender perspective among all soldiers and
officers.
Soldiers that are now deployed to Afghanistan undergo preparatory education at SWEDINT. UNSCR 1325 is an integral part of this pre-deployment
education. This differs notably from the situation during EUFOR RD Congo
and EUFOR Tchad/RCA, where pre-deployment training varied enormously
among countries contributing troops, some of which had no pre-deployment
training at all. Furthermore, in the case of EUFOR Tchad/RCA, only Swedish troops initially received pre-deployment training including UNSCR
1325, which is why mission members had little prior knowledge as to how to
implement a gender perspective in international operations. The Swedish
OHQ GA was however invited by the Irish Armed Forces to conduct predeployment training in UNSCR 1325 prior to their second deployment.219
Past GFAs reported that training prior to deployment to Afghanistan has
been less than adequate. Firstly, as noted above, some GFAs were asked to
conduct such training even though it is the primary responsibility of SWEDINT. Also, education about UNSCR 1325 was reported to have been conducted at times when soldiers and officers were likely to be less able to concentrate, and in large plenary sessions. According to later GFAs, this has
now been improved; education on UNSCR 1325 is now conducted in smaller groups (approximately 100 persons maximum) and the course is held at
more beneficial times on a rolling schedule.220
Interviewees stated that although all soldiers and officers receive predeployment training, they show varying degrees of receptiveness and understanding of the importance of implementing a gender perspective. Also,
interviewees stated that pre-deployment training in gender needs to be
adapted to each audience. Senior staff members are more receptive to education in the relevant UNSC resolutions. Younger soldiers, on the other hand,
are more receptive to concrete examples of increased operative effectiveness.221
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Finally, members of the Swedish PRT have also been involved in various
humanitarian and development initiatives. These have included the distribution of clothes during winter, donating money to orphanages and donating
sewing machines to women's training programmes. These initiatives have
been carried out by groups as well as individual members of the PRT.222
Military involvement in development projects has generated much discussion because of the fear that this might lead to reduced ‘humanitarian space’
for NGOs to perform their work. However, none of the interviewees mentioned any specific cases in which Swedish troops’ involvement in local
development projects or visits to certain facilities have led to attacks by antiISAF elements. According to one interviewee, Swedish Armed Forces have
respected the NGOs’ wish for humanitarian space based on the principles of
neutrality and impartiality.223
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Evaluating the Process of Integrating a Gender
Perspective in International Operations

What has driven the change process?
Two primary factors have driven the process towards integrating a gender
perspective in the Swedish Armed Forces. The first are directives from the
Swedish Government, which in turn were motivated by the adoption of UNSCR 1325 in 2000. The first driver is thus political in nature: The Armed
Forces reacted to a changed normative environment prompted by political
decisions by the UN and the Swedish Government.
A second important driver, however, seems to have emerged as the implementation of political decisions progressed. The Swedish Armed Forces
realised that integrating a gender perspective in international operations can
contribute to enhancing military effectiveness. This is illustrated in part by
the new Military Strategic Doctrine of 2011, under the heading ‘Gender – an
example of effects-based thinking.’ This trend in senior management of the
Armed Forces also became clear during the numerous interviews conducted
by the authors. This driver can be described as motivated by the emergence
of new knowledge and understanding within the organisation.

Theory of Change
The Swedish Armed Forces have enjoyed a large degree of freedom as to
how to implement a gender perspective and to achieve the politically desired
change. The task has not always been easy. The Armed Forces, like most
military organisations, are by nature traditionally male-dominated and conservative. They change slowly and over long periods of time.
Political decisions have not spelled out how UNSCR 1325 is to be implemented and the political steering of the process has been minimal, consisting of the requirements in the Government approval documents to report
activities aimed at implementing UNSCR 1325, to comply with the general
formulations in the National Action Plans and to engage in an informal dialogue among focal points at the Ministry of Defence and the Armed Forces.
When it comes to how to achieve change and integrate a gender perspective,
the Armed Forces have had a free hand. It is therefore important to identify
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the theory of change that has guided the Armed Forces in designing and
implementing the change process.
The theory of change and the underlying assumptions by which the
change process has been guided have not been explicit. Throughout this
study, however, the authors have uncovered assumptions and beliefs held by
key individuals who have acted as agents of change within the organisation
and who seem to have guided the change process. These are outlined below
to indicate the framework in which the change process has been implemented.
Key assumptions
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

The implementation of a gender perspective is likely to face strong resistance from the organisation;
A limited initial focus on gender as a tool of operational effectiveness,
rather than on more comprehensive transformations in the direction of
gender equality and a gender perspective on security, is therefore more
likely to achieve acceptance and success;
The limited focus on operational effectiveness can, if successful, open a
window of opportunity for further and more ambitious organisational
changes;
A gender perspective enhances operational capabilities and effectiveness
in international operations;
In a military organisation, decisions are made and communicated from
the top down and a prerequisite for any change process is to get senior
commanders on board;
By gradually being exposed to a gender perspective, senior officers will
understand how it can help them approach their tasks and enhance effectiveness in mission environments;
Training will be a key aspect of integrating a gender perspective in operations, both by GA/GFAs and through including gender modules in staff
exercises and all other training activities (specific functions and mainstreaming);
Recruiting more women into the Armed Forces is important to fully
integrating a gender perspective – but in itself is insufficient for achieving real and lasting change.

Theory of change
•

Integrating a gender perspective in decision-making within the Armed
Forces, from the top down, with a focus on traditional military principles
of operational effectiveness, will be the most effective way to achieve
lasting change in the organisation.
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Hypothesis regarding cause and effect
•

•
•
•

By placing highly professional and well trained GA/GFAs in strategic
positions, at HQ as well as in field missions, commanders will be given
access to a gender perspective and gradually through experience and evidence will understand its importance;
By focusing on training, the GA/GFAs will be able to provide useful
advice and successfully integrate a gender perspective into operations;
By integrating gender modules in pre-deployment training, all staff in
field missions will be sensitised to a gender perspective;
As gender becomes a natural component in strategic and operational
planning, training and operational orders, attitudes will change throughout the organisation.

Milestones in the organisational development
The work of integrating a gender perspective and implementing UNSCR
1325 has been underway within the Swedish Armed Forces for almost a
decade. A number of important milestones were discussed in the narrative
above:
The Genderforce Project – Genderforce kick-started the serious implementation of an operational gender perspective in the Armed Forces and its
sub-projects have proven to be very important for continuing integration.
One of the most important was the Gender Coach project, which helped to
sensitise and persuade a number of key individuals who went on to become
high-level agents of change within the organisation. Another central subproject was the GA/GFA concept and training modules (see below).
The Senior Gender Advisor at HQ – The placement of a Senior GA directly under the Chief of Joint Operations was perhaps the single most important step towards strategic integration of a gender perspective in international operations. The first Senior GA, through her extensive experience,
personal commitment and drive, and with the confidence she enjoyed of
senior leadership, was a powerful driving force for the change process. It has
been argued that it is a weakness that the process has become so focused
upon and driven by one individual. The first Senior GA has now left the
organisation, for a position at NATO. This transition will be very important
for the sustainability of the progress made so far.
The continuation of the GA/GFA concept and its inclusion in all international operations – GAs and GFAs have become a regular component in
Swedish units participating in international operations. While this is no
guarantee that a gender perspective is part of actual planning and operations,
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it does provide an important benchmark for senior officers regarding the
importance of a gender perspective. The degree to which GA/GFAs have
operational effect is discussed below.
The Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations – The Centre has
opened at SWEDINT, constituting another step towards institutionalising a
gender perspective within the Armed Forces. The Centre’s primary mandate
is to ‘assist in developing concepts and mandates for gender-sensitive operations, facilitate/conduct training and education of key personnel, compile
lessons learned and carry out evaluations of gender-sensitive operations.’224
As highlighted above, the Centre is instrumental step in the continued work
to implement a gender perspective in the armed forces, as well as to place
Sweden at the centre of international developments in this field.
Changed attitude within Armed Forces – While not a fixed milestone per
se, several interviewees have described dramatic changes in attitudes within
the organisation in the last ten years. In particular, it has been noted that
senior officers have developed a greater acceptance and understanding of the
importance of including a gender perspective in strategic and operations
planning, training and implementation. When it comes to producing operational effects, the picture is not yet as clear.

Testing the hypotheses
In the following section, the milestones in organisational development outlined above are compared with the hypotheses derived from the change theory underpinning the change process.
The first hypothesis was that commanders could be influenced to gradually understand and accept the importance of a gender perspective, by placing
highly professional and well-trained GA/GFAs in strategic positions at HQ
as well as in field missions. The focus on changing attitudes of senior officers – supporting them in, and gaining their support for, integrating a gender
perspective in international operations – is the chief legacy of this action.
Another successful aspect was the Gender Coach idea originated under Genderforce. Some senior officers who were designated as gender coaches became very important agents of change in the organisation, and in some cases
later as COs in Afghanistan. The Gender Coach sub-project was discontinued when Genderforce was terminated.
The GA/GFA concept, on the other hand, was further developed and integrated as a regular part of the international activities of the Swedish Armed
Forces. It has become the main component of the effort to integrate a gender
perspective in international operations, and has managed to formally establish gender as one of the central issues to consider in any operational envi224
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ronment. As with gender coaches, the concept builds on the idea that change
must be implemented from the top down.
Interviews throughout this study have shown that most COs felt that they
made great use of the GA or GFA assigned to them. Some also indicated that
the experience changed their perception of gender as an issue in an area of
operations. Interviews with GFAs show that their experiences working with
COs varied considerably. Many factors are likely to influence this, including
the qualifications and experience of the GFA and his or her approach to the
GFA mandate, on the one hand, and the attitudes and experience of the COs
on the other. Another important factor seems to be the personal relationship
between the CO and the GFA.
As the final milestone discussed above shows, and interviews indicate,
progress has been made since the first GFAs were deployed. In the beginning, people working with gender issues in the Swedish Armed Forces tended to be viewed as internal police, far removed from operational realities.
While there are examples of recently returned GFAs who felt that they were
not well respected in their roles, the evidence indicates that there has been a
gradual improvement in the understanding and support of the GFA’s work
throughout the period under review. Thus, there is some evidence to support
the validity of the first hypothesis.
The second and third hypotheses related to training. The development of
training courses for GA/GFAs, but also gender modules for general training
courses, were central components of Genderforce. The GFA course integrates lessons from those who have been on missions. There are still areas
that need to be further improved. One example made clear in interviews is
that many GFAs lacked the necessary experience and skills in military staff
work (such as drafting orders and reports) needed to achieve maximum influence in a military mission context. This problem relates to previous experience as well as to GFA training. Drafting orders and other relevant staff
work is now therefore the focus of the GFA course. While there is still work
to be done, it is clear from the study that training is a key component in successfully integrating a gender perspective through GA/GFAs.
Gender aspects do not yet seem to have been integrated into predeployment training. A training module on gender is held for one afternoon
(4 hours) during the pre-deployment period. Gender aspects do not seem to
have been a regular part of scenario training and exercises, however, until
recently. The study has not been able to test the results of the training modules – i.e., the level of understanding of gender dynamics among soldiers
who are deployed on international missions. It is therefore difficult to assess
the validity of the third hypothesis at this time.
The fourth hypothesis was that attitudes would change throughout the organisation as a gender perspective became a regular component in strategic
and operational planning, training and operational orders. It is too soon to
test the validity of this hypothesis since not enough time has elapsed to
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measure whether there has been any lasting change on an overall organisational level. Most interviewees agreed, however, that it was likely that the
changed attitudes of commanders would lead to changed attitudes throughout the organisation. Most of the interviewees who had experience of the
GFA approach agreed that it was a reasonable one.
A strong indication of these conclusions with regard to the fourth hypothesis is that, given a choice between a properly integrated gender perspective
in strategic and operational planning, on the one hand, and more women in
the Armed Forces (and in particular international operations), on the other, a
majority of interviewees chose the former. While recruiting more women is
seen as an important long-term priority for increasing the effectiveness of
the Armed Forces, in itself it would do little to change the way the Armed
Forces operate in the field. Moreover, many interviewees argued that women
do not necessarily employ a gender perspective simply because of their gender. Conversely, some interviewees noted that female soldiers were an operational asset because they are able to gain access to places where men are
prohibited, such as girls’ schools and certain areas of private homes.

Assessment of the change process
Different aspects of the change process within the Swedish Armed Forces
have reached different stages of development. Seen in isolation, efforts to
change attitudes among senior officers and to institutionalise a gender perspective in planning and operations, particularly international operations,
have come quite far.
There is an understanding that change is needed and systems have been
put in place. The use of GA/GFAs is now a regular part of operations. Training modules have been developed and are continuously improved. Training
and institutional learning will be a central part of the work of the newly established Centre for Gender in Military Operations at SWEDINT. This does
not mean that there is no need for sustained attention to the issue. Findings
from the study suggest that there is still much work to be done to develop
and improve GA/GFA training, particularly in relation to drafting orders and
reports to maximise influence, and to improve the gender training modules,
or perhaps more importantly, the integration of gender-related challenges in
general training courses and exercises. It is also a fact that reports from
GFAs on how their advice was received in the field varied considerably. The
concept is still young within the organisation and needs to be given time to
reach its full potential.
The chosen limited approach has in some circles been criticised on the
account that it is not ambitious enough in terms of implementing UNSCR
1325, apart from being perceived as having been co-opted by existing military structures, is also correctly criticised for not including all aspects of
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UNSCR 1325, as discussed in the theoretical section. It is perceived that the
model chosen has not been ambitious enough and that an attempt at a more
comprehensive transformation of the Armed Forces should have been made.
No less importantly, the limited internal effort towards increased gender
equality and recruitment of women has been challenged. The recruitment of
women in general, and for international operations in particular, is indeed an
area that has received limited attention and enjoyed limited success. It is still
not clear how the discontinuation of general conscription for men will affect
possibilities for attracting more women. Initial studies have shown, however,
that new recruitment procedures may be biased towards recruiting men. It
should also be borne in mind that this is an issue that has not until recently
been actively prioritised in the effort to integrate a gender perspective into
international operations. It has been considered more important to integrate a
gender perspective at senior levels.
While such criticism can certainly be understood, it should be emphasised
that it generally comes from people outside the organisation – with limited
insight into the organisational culture and its resistance to implementing a
gender perspective. The narrow strategy for implementing a gender perspective within the Armed Forces was chosen because of the perceived likelihood of increased resistance and possible failure if too ambitious a programme was pursued from the beginning. While the accuracy of this assessment can never be tested against a counterfactual broad approach, it is
important to highlight that the limited approach seems to have worked.
The organisational change process within the Armed Forces for integrating a gender perspective in international operations corresponds well to the
general lessons on change processes outlined in the section on organisational
development above. The process has been shaped by a long-term perspective
and sequencing of priorities. For example, it has been argued that it is necessary to focus on securing a gender perspective in the planning and formulation of orders before focusing on attracting more women to the Armed Forces and international missions.
The approach to achieving change seems to have been well adjusted to
the organisational culture of the Armed Forces. Initiatives have aimed at
engaging the people of the organisation, and their prejudices, at a level
where they are most likely to be convinced, thus overcoming much of the
initial resistance. The focus has been kept on integrating a gender perspective in order to enhance operational military effectiveness. Starting at the
top, each level has been addressed with a message tailored to its operational
role in the organisation. While the international theoretical framework is
relevant to senior officers of the Swedish Armed Forces, a strict focus on the
task at hand – on how a gender perspective relates in practice to the mission
of the day – is more relevant for soldiers.
The Gender Coach project proved effective in making senior officers important agents of change (where change indeed occurred). In a military or70

ganisation, this is a prerequisite for any effective change process. The project also gave these officers a stake in the change process. The top-down
approach has forced the top levels of the organisation to reassess their own
roles with respect to a gender perspective before initiating change at other
levels.
However, the change process has had no structured benchmarking or systematic follow-up to measure progress towards the established goals. It has
been driven by a few individuals and often appears to have been pragmatically steered by what they have thought to be possible, rather than by a predetermined plan or roadmap. This has made it difficult to assess the process
post facto and, more importantly, has left the organisation without tools to
systematically monitor progress, identify weaknesses and adjust initiatives
accordingly.

The external effects of integrating a gender perspective
This section outlines the evidence of the effects of integrating a gender perspective that has been gathered throughout the study. The empirical evidence
is based on statements by individuals involved in the international work of
the Swedish Armed Forces. While it has not been possible to independently
verify these effects, the stories of interviewees provide indications of effects
that could be further studied through interviews and fact-finding in the area
of responsibility. The following sections present examples of such empirical
evidence of improved operational effectiveness and improved conditions for
women in the area of operations, as well as of unintended consequences.

Improving operational effectiveness
The Swedish Armed Forces brochure ‘Gender & Operational Effect: The
Gender Field Advisor function in the Swedish Armed Forces’ concludes that
‘by accessing the whole population, military personnel are more likely to
succeed in their mission to bring peace and security to the area and its population.’225 The brochure presents two concrete examples where a gender perspective can play an important role: search operations and patrolling. Regarding the former, soldiers need training on how to address women and
their personal belongings. Regarding patrolling, the brochure states that
women lack opportunities to approach PRT personnel; procedures should
therefore be changed to facilitate this.226
The findings of this study support the notion that gender perspective can
enhance military effectiveness. This is highlighted below by bringing to225
226
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gether some empirical findings within the theoretical framework of this
study. In general terms, this section argues that while important improvements and achievements have been made at the tactical level, the operational
and strategic levels still require further work, as well as new thinking. One
important reason for this is that the implementation of a gender perspective
has so far only been seen as a specific ‘added value’ to existing military
approaches to strategic analysis and planning. The transformative potential
of a gender perspective – to change the way we understand conflict and security – remains as yet unrealised. Thus, the role of gender perspective in the
Swedish Armed Forces’ international operations has been limited to specific
tactical-level duties – where it fills an important function while, comfortably
enough, being unable to make much of an impact on how the organisation
conducts its business.
In terms of traditional theories of military power, it is clear that the potential for positive impact is greatest within the moral and conceptual factors of
‘fighting power’. While a gender perspective increases the potential recruitment base, given the small size of the Swedish armed forces, the primary
benefit does not lie in solving manpower problems or increasing the firepower and security of equipment, which are core aspects of the physical
factor of power. Instead, a gender perspective has the potential to influence
how the physical power of the organisation is applied in the field – the conceptual factor. It also has the potential to affect the will and conviction of the
soldiers by creating a unit culture less centred in traditional male-dominated
warrior culture. As noted above, several interviewees stated that mixed
teams in themselves increased operational effectiveness through creating an
organisational culture more suitable to different forms of complex peace
operations and counterinsurgency. Conversely, all-male teams were reportedly met by more aggression than mixed teams.227 However, more research
into the cultural impact of gender-integrated units is needed to verify these
accounts. The potential detrimental impact of less warrior-minded units in
traditional warfare must also be studied in relation to this.
In terms of the four indicators of effectiveness in contemporary warfare
brought forward in the theoretical framework, the study found interesting
results related to the importance of cultural understanding of the local context and the need to establish local legitimacy by ‘winning hearts and
minds’.
Clearly, implementing a gender perspective in the area of operations has
the potential to increase the information-gathering capability of units. Gaining access to local women not only allows a unit to develop a better understanding of local conditions and culture but can also improve the unit’s relationship with the community and the perceived legitimacy of foreign troops
in the area. However, without first changing the mindset of commanders and
227
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Interview 2011-09-20.

planners, the importance of women’s perspectives and information is likely
to be undervalued within a more traditional narrative. The transformative
impact of such information on the conduct and emphasis of operations is
therefore likely to be limited until a more general mainstreaming of gender
perspective is achieved within units at all levels of command.
As for ‘winning the hearts and minds’ of the local population, many soldiers and officers are well aware of the potentially negative unintended consequences of approaching women in a culturally inappropriate way. Also,
local women have during recent years increasingly taken part in conflict as
weapons carriers and suicide bombers. Not engaging women may therefore
not only create missed opportunities for sources of intelligence and positive
social interaction, but may also create an increased threat and limited security. A clear tactical-level achievement has therefore been the development of
‘Tactical Technical Procedures’ concerning gender. These were developed
by a GFA to provide direction on how to search and engage women without
transgressing cultural barriers.228
However, beyond avoiding blunders of cultural insensitivity, there are
few measurable effects showing that the ‘hearts and minds’ approach can
have a positive impact on support from the local population and on the legitimacy of the international presence or the host government. In instances
where such increased support has occurred, there is no evidence that such
technical or tactical-level activities have any operational or strategic-level
impact. This is, however, a problem that gender perspective shares with all
military and development activities that aim to increase local support. The
conclusion is that rather than engaging in ambitious activities to gain support, the military should focus on conducting its core duties as well as possible with respect to cultural understanding in general and gender perspective
in particular.
Concerning factors relating to clear and achievable goals and civilmilitary cooperation, the level of analysis in this report has not quite captured enough empirical material to allow for solid conclusions. These aspects of effectiveness primarily take place at levels of command not studied
within this report. Most notably, the lack of senior female officers, or of
GAs at the strategic level of command, leads to a lack of women’s participation in the process of strategic and operational planning. Mainstreaming a
gender perspective is thus relegated to the tactical level. This potentially
limits the positive operational impact of a gender perspective, as it fails to
provide a link between tactical activities and aims, and the political and strategic aims. Addressing these deficiencies does not necessarily require female
participation, but a complete mainstreaming of a gender perspective
throughout the chain of command would is necessary. To be fair, relating
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tactical activities to political aims is a challenge for all aspects of operations
and by no means limited to addressing gender perspective.
There are, however, numerous tactical examples where a gender perspective has added to the planning and decision-making of the Swedish units. In
one case, a search operation was planned to be conducted with the Afghan
National Security Forces. The GFA noted that the majority of the villagers
in the area in question were women and children, and that the sudden appearance of security forces or fighting would possibly lead to uncontrolled
flight. Thus, units responsible for establishing an outer cordon would need to
be prepared to inform those fleeing and to protect the women and children. It
was also suggested that the forces should contact the village elder in advance
of the operation. While it has not been verified, the GFA judged that these
steps decreased risk for an escalation of violence and in the longer term
strengthened the local population’s trust in the Afghan National Security
Forces and ISAF.229
It should be emphasised, however, that the interviewees in general found
it difficult to pinpoint specific cases in which their work in implementing a
gender perspective led to increased operational effectiveness in the field.230
It should also be remembered that a gender perspective is not to be considered a conceptual silver bullet that will dramatically change the effectiveness
of military organisations. Its largest potential impact lies in the transformational agenda that could theoretically change the way we understand security
and the main tasks that must be undertaken to achieve it. A new perspective
on security would focus on the security threats and challenges facing the
individual, instead of the traditional approach that focuses on the security of
the state through military means. Such a perspective would also change the
way military organisations are structured and employed in the pursuit of
peace and security. While those working to implement a gender perspective
in the Swedish armed forces stress the fact that the aim of including a gender
perspective has always been to transform the way the armed forces are
working, to date the impact of this work has primarily created added value –
a number of extra competencies – in the application of more or less traditional military activities. Indeed, viewing gender perspective as one – albeit
important – element among many that have an impact on how and with what
conviction forces operate is also important. For example, in the quest for
cultural awareness in the local context, a gender perspective certainly helps,
but cannot replace language skills, general cultural knowledge and an appropriate mindset. The larger picture must be kept in mind, and the challenge of
building on small, tactical-level successes as discussed above, and turning
them into operational and strategic-level effects, certainly remains.
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Improving conditions for women
As argued above, the inclusion of a gender perspective can potentially enhance the Swedish Armed Forces’ ability to reach its military goals. Furthermore, implementing a gender perspective can expand military capabilities to address non-military tasks such as establishing law and order and
monitoring the penal system. However, a potential crucial effect of including
a gender perspective is to improve conditions for women – socially, politically and in terms of their security. With regard to security, the introductory
chapter explained the current inequality in protection given by international
forces. But in contemporary peace operations, international forces are also
guided by non-military aims, such as social and political rights, and thus the
Armed Forces’ ability to improve conditions for women beyond security can
be considered an important indicator of military effectiveness.
The extent to which such non-military results have been achieved within
a reasonable cost, and their quality in comparison to the work of civilian
organisations, have been beyond the scope of this study. However, it should
be noted that military work within the humanitarian and development fields
tends to be poorly executed and very costly. The cost to train and maintain
soldiers is exponentially higher than that of development workers. More
importantly, the competence of military forces in the field of development is
generally limited.
Do these types of projects lead to increased popular support and security
or even indeed to development? Again, it has not been possible to study or
measure these matters with a specific focus on Swedish activities in Afghanistan. However, a recent study of the relation between development and security in Balkh province found no link between development projects and
popular support or security.231 Moreover, interviews with Swedish PRT
commanders and a number of subordinates show that despite the fact that
they wish for increased development funding within the Swedish area of
operations, they fail to show that neighbouring PRTs with better funding for
humanitarian and development projects have a better relationship with the
local population and a better security situation. Swedish commanders often
highlight the very opposite, despite an almost complete lack of such funding.
This micro-perspective is also supported by larger studies that have sought
to find a link between PRT spending on development and humanitarian projects and support from local populations. No such correlation can be
found.232
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Recommendations for future development of
the Swedish model

Much has happened since the Swedish Armed Forces first began the process
of implementing UNSCR 1325. Previous chapters have shown the development and details of the current Swedish model for implementing a gender
perspective. As highlighted, while the Swedish model has evolved substantially and has become a regular and often respected feature of international
operations, it is still not fully developed and the results of past operations
have been mixed. There certainly remains room for changes and improvements in the efforts of the Swedish Armed Forces – processes often already
in motion.
In this final chapter, the focus is on how the Swedish model can continue
to evolve based on the findings of this study. In a general sense, what should
be the strategic approach as the work to integrate a gender perspective leaves
the introduction phase and enters what could either be phases of consolidation or acceleration? More specific questions include the roles the GAs,
GFAs and GFPs should play? What should their competence and personal
characteristics be? What education and training do they need? Some recommendations for the Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations are also
made. Related to the Centre, the work of other countries is important. Sweden contributes only a small proportion of the world’s peacekeepers, and a
more substantial positive impact of the integration of a gender perspective
on peace and security requires that other countries follow suit. This chapter
therefore also discusses a number of poignant lessons for other countries
with similar ambitions.
Below, a number of specific suggestions for improving the Swedish model are discussed. While many of the suggestions stay within an existing,
more limited framework of fine-tuning the existing concept, others seek to
provide bolder ideas for the next important steps.
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The strategic approach
•
•

•
•

Continue to emphasise the gender perspective as a tool for military effectiveness, but…
Expand the implementation of a gender perspective from an issue
of traditional operational effectiveness to one that increasingly
embraces the transformative nature of UNSCR 1325 – challenging the way we conceive security from a national or international
issue to one of Human Security.
Include work to stop sexual and other forms of gender-based violence in war, as well as the Protection of Civilians more broadly.
Increasingly include work to implement a gender perspective in
foreign military training, mentoring and advising.

This report has highlighted the strategic decision to focus on implementing a
gender perspective as an issue of operational effectiveness in international
operations, and to distinguish it from Human Resource issues of gender
equality and equal rights within the organisation. The basis of this decision
was the reasonable assumption that the introduction and implementation of a
gender perspective was likely to face strong resistance within the maledominated organisational culture of the Swedish Armed Forces. This strategic approach has governed the organisational development and activities of
the implementation process, and the idea behind it was to use the operational-effectiveness aspect as a battering ram with which to gain entry to the
organisation.
This strategic approach has worked. While there is no way of knowing
what the impact of alternative approaches might have been, the Senior Gender Advisor within HQ and the larger GFA organisation have fought a successful intra-organisational insurgency that has made a gender perspective a
real and permanent feature of Swedish contributions to international operations. However, by choosing this narrow focus, other issues, perhaps equally
if not more important in terms of implementing UNSCR 1325, have not yet
been dealt with. Most importantly, the transformational potential of a gender
perspective has not yet been explored. So far, the gender perspective has
provided added value to a traditional way of planning and conducting operations. It has not had an impact on the way conflicts are understood or how
the Swedish Armed Forces are trained and equipped to deal with human
security issues rather than traditional interpretations of security. It is therefore time to use the small platform of acceptance to take another big step
towards the implementation of UNSCR 1325 within the Armed Forces.
A specific next step will be to include work to stop sexual violence in war
and the broader Protection of Civilians (PoC). While sexual violence and
PoC are increasingly emphasised in UN Security Council mandates for op77

erations, armed forces have been slow in adopting training, methods and
doctrine to effectively execute these mandates. Part of this is due to the fact
that these aspects have not traditionally been on a security agenda that focuses on international conflicts or state-level challenges of order.
The work to implement the resolution still faces considerable resistance
from within the organisation. A strategy for the coming years should aim not
only to take new and bold steps, but also to seek some form of consolidation
by wearing down the resistance. Small indicators of success are already presenting themselves as increasing numbers of men within the organisation are
applying for positions as GFAs; they are also increasingly attending gender
seminars and lectures. This does not necessarily mean that they understand
or believe in the cause; it may simply mean that they increasingly recognise
the importance of attending these events and hold these positions for career
planning purposes. While understanding and buy-in would be preferable, the
latter should not be seen as something negative. Instead, it means that gender-related work is gaining in importance and status within the organisation
– aspects that are just as important, if not moreso, for organisational change.
However, increasing both understanding and status needs to involve reaching broader layers of the organisation by gender mainstreaming training,
officer education and exercises. That will also require increased resources
and authority within the organisation. Such changes will nevertheless also
risk creating increased resistance as they inevitably challenge existing power
structures, standard operating procedures and cultural preferences. Finding a
balance between change and consolidation is going to be imperative and will
require plenty of fingerspitzengefühl.
Finally, as troops as withdrawing from Afghanistan, focus of operations
will in that specific context increasingly be on training and mentoring of
Afghan forces. This means an opportunity to implement a gender perspective in those types of activities that may in the end have an important longterm impact on.
More generally, the challenges, costs and limited effects of the massive
campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan are likely to have caused a Western reluctance to conduct large-scale stability operations or statebuilding activities
in the near future. Instead, lighter footprints in the form of limited operations
are more likely future military operations. Training and advising is among
the key tasks of such limited approaches to operations and will therefore be
of great importance far beyond the immediate context of Afghanistan.
Effective implementation of a gender perspective in the training and advising of foreign security forces will nevertheless require specific training,
SOPs, pedagogical approaches all based on an excellent understanding of the
local culture in order to be effective. The work to establish such training and
approaches should start now. In countries where Special Forces traditionally
perform these roles, gender mainstreaming and training within these traditionally male dominated units is obviously necessary.
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Organisation at HQ level and standing military units
•

•

•

•
•
•

Continue the work of the Senior GA at HQ level, but involve the
new Centre for Gender in Military Operations to strengthen efforts.
Increase the staff of the Senior GA with satellite offices within
the main braches of the HQ – most importantly within military
intelligence (MUST), the Command Staff (Ledningsstaben) and
the Production Staff (Produktionsledningen).
Increase efforts to recruit female soldiers and officers and ensure
that future military training and education includes a focus on
implementing a gender perspective.
Continue to build on lessons learned, and ensure systematic gender-disaggregated data collection from the field.
Appoint GFPs at all standing military units, the tactical commands as well as at all schools and training centres.
Mainstream a gender perspective within all military exercises.

As discussed above, the Swedish Armed Forces Senior GA is currently
placed directly under the Chief of Joint Operations at HQ level. In contrast,
several countries have chosen to organise the person responsible for implementing a gender perspective in Human Resources departments. The authors
of this report recommend that primary responsibility for implementation of a
gender perspective in international operations should remain under the Chief
of Joint Operations. The relative success of the Swedish model in developing a framework for implementing a gender perspective can partly be explained by this structure, the work of the Senior GA and the receptiveness of
the Chiefs of Joint Operations who have served during this period. The benefit of this structure is that a gender perspective is considered to be an issue
of operational effectiveness rather than politically motivated Human Resources issues. In other words, they are seen as more relevant. This not only
focuses the gender perspective on the core issue of output in terms of operations, but also sends a strong signal to the organisation regarding the importance of gender perspective in the conduct of military affairs. There are,
nevertheless, at least three elements of the Swedish Armed Forces HQ that
require increased attention in the years to come.
Firstly, the role and nature of the senior GA must be reconsidered. There
is a significant difference between a Gender Advisor and other Advisors,
such as Political Advisors or Legal Advisors, as the responsibility for implementing a gender perspective often falls on the Gender Advisor. While
POLAD and LEGAD are simply advisors with no or very limited responsibility for implementation, the work of the Gender Advisor includes ensuring
that the entire organisation, including the units in the field, performs its tasks
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according to UNSCR 1325. It also includes drafting all background materials and sections of orders, as well as providing advice in different staff functions. To be responsible for the cultural and structural changes of the armed
forces or within specific units is a tall order for a single individual, who also
lacks the brass on the shoulders to be taken seriously in an inherently hierarchical organisation.
Placing the responsibility for integrating a gender perspective on an advisory function is really not tenable, and either this responsibility and accountability must be transferred to those with formal command authority, or the
senior GA should be given command authority equalling an appropriate rank
– thereby being able to issue orders and control resources. The current approach whereby commanders approve suggestions from the Gender Advisor
and then delegate the actual work back to the Gender Advisor without appropriate resources or authority is not an acceptable solution, as it leaves the
Gender Advisor with too many processes to manage. All sound strategies
have to balance the ends with the ways and the means. Given the ambitious
aims of the integration of a gender perspective in the Swedish Armed Forces, resources for implementing this perspective have to be provided – otherwise all the policies and strategies risk being reduced to mere window dressing.
Second, responsibility for the overall implementation of a gender perspective should be extended to more people. Overreliance on one person
leaves the processes potentially fragile in the event that this person should
for some reason disappear. One option is to increase the staff of the senior
GA. The current mandate and goals of policy documents and internal directives is to integrate a gender perspective at all levels of command in all operations. This goal is nevertheless much too ambitious given the fact that the
gender organisation within HQ only consists of one person: the senior GA.
In order to make implementation more effective, the senior GA clearly needs
more staff, as well as GFPs spread throughout the HQ and the organisation
at large. This includes a demand for more personnel in the organisation that
have a certain percentage of their duties earmarked for working on gender
issues. As noted in the report, the senior GAs and those working with gender-related issues within the organisation have been swamped by training,
drafting directives and orders and making sure they are also implemented –
tasks that are incredibly resource-demanding. The lack of a designated staff,
coupled with appointed Gender Focal Points throughout the organisation,
means the control functions of the GA will drain the ability to look forward
and start new initiatives.
The establishment of a Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations
within the Swedish Armed Forces in the beginning of 2012 may potentially
compensate for the previous reliance on a single person, as it institutionalised gender aspects within the organisation. However, a risk in creating a
specific Centre for Gender in Military Operations is that gender-related work
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may become isolated there – that the rest of the organisation might use the
centre’s existence as an excuse to deemphasise the implementation of a gender perspective. It has already been noted that a pre-deployment training unit
continues to shirk the responsibility to train gender integration by continuously relying on temporarily brought-in gender experts. This allows them to
avoid building any competence of their own and therefore actively resist the
integration of a gender perspective into their work. To avoid instances like
this, it is important that gender issues be mainstreamed throughout the organisation, and that the Centre be employed as a resource for achieving more
far-reaching aims. Gender Advisors or internal Gender Focal Points should
therefore be spread throughout the organisation to impact schools and training facilities at all levels, and thereby to normalise a gender perspective in
all military activities – an important development already in motion.
The switch to a more ambitious strategy that explores the transformational potential of a gender perspective should also take into consideration the
key positions within the HQ where a gender perspective is essential and
where Gender Advisors would be, if not necessary, of great help. In the section above on military effectiveness, the strategic and operational analysis
and planning of operations were highlighted as central levels for a gender
perspective, both as an added-value tool and as a vehicle of more farreaching transformation. Therefore, Gender Advisors should certainly be
introduced within the Military Intelligence and Security Service (MUST),
the tactical commands and all major sections of the HQ – such as the Command Staff (Ledningsstaben) and the Production Staff (Produktionsledningen). In this way, not only may a gender perspective influence the tactical
conduct of operations in the field, but it could also influence the Armed
Forces’ analyses of conflict situations and international security through
support for a gender perspective within military intelligence, and the future
development of the Armed Forces through support within the Command and
Production Staffs. Again, this does not mean that the aim of increasing military effectiveness with a gender perspective should be abandoned – on the
contrary.
Thirdly, the Swedish Armed Forces need to increase efforts to recruit
more women, both in general and with a focus on international operations,
and with particular emphasis on combat roles. As an example, women made
up only about 8% of the Swedish unit in Afghanistan in 2011 (FS21). While
this was unusually low, the Swedish units deployed to international operations are by international comparison always low on women. The main deficit is women in combat roles at the front lines of operations. The primary
rationale to increase the number of women should continue to be operational
effectiveness and the implementation of a gender perspective in the area of
operations. Interviewees have noted that a larger proportion of women in the
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unit would make it easier to implement a gender perspective.233 This would
not only create an organisational culture more receptive to gender perspective; it would also create units with more flexibility in the field, e.g., by
making it possible to communicate and interact with women in the area of
operations, thereby gaining a broader intelligence picture. Mixed teams currently require special planning and the setup of ad hoc units – a process that
often fails to provide for female engagement opportunities when they are
needed most during regular patrols.
With regard to recruitment and long-term retention of women in the Swedish Armed Forces, it is important that recruitment efforts are tailored to
attract women. At the time of writing, although the proportion of women
applicants has increased, the number of women accepted and completing the
GMU (basic military education) has not followed suit. In other words, qualifications requirements are established in such a way as to disadvantage
women, and the Armed Forces are not successful in retaining female recruits
to the same extent as they are in retaining male recruits.234 Unless this is
improved, the long-term effect will be a smaller pool of women from which
soldiers and officers can be recruited to serve abroad.
Also important are the contents of the GMU (basic military training), the
KMU (complementary military training), as well as the Officers’ programmes at different levels conducted by the National Defence College. At
the time of writing, gender equality within the unit was an important part of
the education provided, whereas education in UNSCR 1325 and implementing a gender perspective has been largely absent in the GMU. Thus, a gender
perspective within the school and training systems focus on the HR aspects
of gender rather than military operational effectiveness. The result may be a
backlash, as a gender perspective to a young cadet is thereby likely to be
viewed as less relevant than other aspects of the training and education that
are closer to the traditional core of military culture. Revision of educational
material is underway and the authors of this report recommend that gender
awareness training be included in future GMU modules. Also, the KMU and
the Officers’ programme need to be reviewed to ensure an adequate inclusion of education on the operational aspects of a gender perspective.
Fourthly, lessons learned from the field should increasingly be collected
and used in future training. The Swedish Armed Forces have initiated a lessons learned project aimed at gathering lessons from GFAs. This is an important initiative that should inform a narrower approach to the roles of
GFAs. The varied conduct of operations by GFAs over the years suggests
that personal preferences and interests have had too large an impact on the
way the gender perspective is implemented in the field. While this report
certainly does not want to provide a one-size-fits-all model, it is clear that
233
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GFA interview 2011-06-17b.
Interview 2011-09-13b.

the work of GFAs could be streamlined into a number of activities and that a
number of externally-focused activities should be dropped. Avoiding the
repetition of past mistakes also requires the use of lessons learned in the
recruitment and training processes of future GFAs. However, it should also
be noted that, with respect to situations in which a gender perspective has
been important, the collection of lessons from members of the mission other
than GFAs is almost equally important. In the end, it is the soldiers in the
field, conducting daily operations among the population, who can report
back on the usefulness of the gender perspective. Furthermore, systematic
collection of data regarding a gender perspective from the field, including
sex-disaggregated data, is important for the evaluation of effects on operations. Such data should include sexually based violence and trafficking, and
close cooperation with different NGOs would be potentially beneficial within this field.
Beyond the HQ, there is also more to do in other branches of the Swedish
Armed Forces. A process that is already planned and under development is
the appointment of GFAs or GFPs within all standing units of the Armed
Forces. The Swedish military is undergoing a transformation into a more
flexible and deployable defence organisation, with standing units capable of
deployment for international operations as well as national or regional defence. This has replaced an organisation in which international missions
have been ad hoc constructions composed of soldiers and officers from different units specifically recruited prior to the mission. Past experience has
shown that GFAs ideally should be trained together with the rest of the unit
to achieve credibility and support for a gender perspective. Therefore, ideally, there should be trained GFAs or GFPs in all standing units. The GFAs
and GFPs in such units do not need to work exclusively with gender issues
during peacetime training and activities, but should at least be designated for
the GFA role in case of deployment and should therefore receive the necessary training and education from the new Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations. This arrangement would mean that GFAs and GFPs would
be able to train their units in the implementation of a gender perspective in
military operations not only during pre-deployment training but also during
regular exercises and training – an important part of mainstreaming a gender
perspective and allowing for more transformative approaches.
The implementation of a gender perspective in the Swedish Armed Forces is no longer primarily a task of including these aspects in organisational
missions and directives. That work has been very successful and the main
obstacle at this stage is unfortunately the shirking of the organisation. Therefore, a control structure needs to be in place and the GFAs and GFPs would
obviously make up the most important sources of information for such control. Without representation in the units it is tremendously time- and energyconsuming to navigate the large and complex organisation to make sure that
all directives are actually implemented.
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Finally, beyond the standing units, the work of gender mainstreaming
must involve the schools and training centres of the armed forces. These are
the places where the new generations of soldiers and officers are socialised
into the military culture, and where the competence and perspective of senior officers can be updated and broadened. It is of utmost importance that a
gender perspective is included in all of their courses and exercises.
The first time a Gender Advisor was included in an exercise was in CJSE
2008 (notably, long after GFAs were first deployed to the field). At that
stage no real preparation for the exercise was given, and gender-related issues were not included in the scenario. Over time, the exercises have improved, and the aim is now to integrate a gender perspective in the development of the scenarios and the gender functions in the relevant exercises. This
often requires resources, such as a Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) or Gender
Focal Points to take part in planning teams. The new Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations will play an important part as a knowledge-base
for such developments. The exercise ‘Illuminated Summer’ in 2010 integrated a gender perspective from the very beginning, including the scenario and
the manning lists. To achieve this important success nevertheless required a
Subject Matter Expert working on the exercise for 50-75% of her time for
two years, taking part in all core planning team conferences and other meetings. This again shows the need for further resources in order to properly
integrate a gender perspective into the broader foundations of the organisation.
By mainstreaming a gender perspective within the schools and training
centres, the potential for real and long-term cultural change, as well as the
attrition of the organisational resistance, opens up. Deploying GFAs and
GFPs to these institutions should be a high priority – higher than the standing units.

The organisation in the area of operations
This section discusses four important aspects of field operations: the nature
and tasks of the Gender Field Advisor, the need for added resources, the use
of standing mixed teams and the role of Commanding Officers. The role of
other military personnel is also briefly touched upon.
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The character of the GFA
•
•
•
•

GFAs need to have a positive, social and diplomatic personality.
GFAs should have experience in military staff work, or be given
adequate training in such work.
GFAs should preferably have the rank of major or higher.
Age can be a valuable asset for GFAs, while their gender is of
less importance.

More than anything else, interviewees stressed that GFAs need to have certain personality characteristics. Due to the controversial and often antagonistic nature of a gender perspective within armed forces, the GFA needs to
have a positive and diplomatic personality. Furthermore, because cooperation from the rest of the staff and unit is essential to the GFA’s work, he or
she needs to be social and cooperative. Thorough psychological tests, the
same as those used in the promotion process to colonel within the Swedish
Armed Forces, are used to assess potential GFAs’ personal appropriateness
for the job. Similarly, in the near future, particular emphasis should be
placed on finding candidates with personalities suited to the work of GFAs.
While most GFAs and their Commanding Officers stated that military
experience was a valuable asset for GFAs, not all considered it necessary. It
is, however, important that the GFA is able to function within the military
staff. Several former COs and GFAs have reported that the GFA was, at
least initially, not fully prepared to follow and influence the operational
planning process. Therefore, ideally, GFAs should have experience in military staff work, either from operations abroad or in Sweden, and those who
do not have such experience should receive supplemental training in staff
work. This training should include a focus on planning, writing reports and
orders and military staff exercises.
Former GFAs and their COs had differing opinions about what rank the
GFA should have. One CO stated that the GFA should rank at least as high
as a section manager or major in the Armed Forces, in order to have sufficient authority both within the Swedish mission and with external contacts.235 In the context of working within a Swedish or Nordic staff organisation, rank plays a less significant role.236 However, if a GFA or GA is to
participate on a multinational staff, rank is of higher importance.237 In such
cases the preferable rank is major or above.
One recurring issue has been whether the GFA should be a woman or a
man. The question is firstly relevant because the GFA often has direct con235
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CO interview 2011-11-09b.
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tact with women or women’s NGOs in the area of operations. Having direct
contact with women and promoting confidence may be more difficult for
men, especially in more traditional societies. Secondly, it is often assumed
that women already have a more developed gender perspective than men
because of their own personal experience.
The Swedish Armed Forces have stated that they ‘are currently looking
for equal numbers of men and women who are qualified to participate in
training to become Gender Field Advisors.’ From the start, a conscious effort has been made to achieve gender balance in the recruitment of GFAs,
something reflected in the fact that there were largely equal numbers of men
and women participating in the specific training for becoming a GFA. Significantly, the last two years have not only seen a growing male interest in
GFA training, but also an increase in men deployed as GFAs. The authors of
this report support this effort and applaud the outcome. While only four men
have to date served as GFAs in Swedish international operations, their experience is that their gender has not been a direct obstacle to their work. While
female soldiers and officers are important assets because they often find it
easier to communicate with local women, the GFA does not have to be a
woman since he or she should concentrate on working internally within the
staff and unit. Furthermore, experience from Afghanistan shows that Swedish female military staff are usually able to communicate with Afghan male
military staff without problems, notably, also, in the context of training and
operational planning. Similarly, Swedish men were able to meet with representatives of women’s groups.238
Age is another aspect to consider in the recruitment of GFAs. Most of the
GFAs deployed so far have been relatively young. One CO interviewee stated that his GFA benefited from being older, by drawing increased respect
from both external actors and other Swedish officers and soldiers.239 While
youth generally does not seem to have been a great obstacle for GFAs, especially considering that they derive their authority from the CO, ideally GFAs
should not be seen as less senior than other advisory functions within the
unit.

Focus of GFA operations
•
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Focus should be on mainstreaming a gender perspective within the
unit, rather than on external projects.

DCAF (2011), p. 8.
CO interview 2011-06-29.

This report has highlighted that the conduct and emphasis of GFA activities
and operations have varied greatly. The main difference has been in the emphasis either on the role of internal advisor and facilitator within the unit and
staff, or on the role of an ‘operator’ in the field of women’s rights, often
engaging in local projects to support women. This report recommends that
future GFAs emphasise the work within the unit and staff, in particular the
planning process, rather than external development activities. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, such external projects, according to numerous
studies, have neither improved women’s conditions in the area of operations
nor won the hearts and minds of the local population. Even if external projects may at times produce small measurable improvements in women’s
rights or local support, the limitations of such results must be measured
against the potential to increase military effectiveness by helping the rest of
the unit conduct operations, win local legitimacy, and increase its cultural
understanding of the local context through the implementation of a gender
perspective. In other words, the GFA should be a facilitator of a gender perspective implemented by the unit.
Secondly, while external projects may yield positive results for the women involved, such projects ideally should be run by NGOs rather than military forces. As already noted, the military is a less competent and costefficient tool for such projects when compared to humanitarian and development actors. Furthermore, NGOs are often present in areas for a longer
period of time and are thereby able to provide a more sustainable form of
assistance to the local community.

The importance of added resources
•

More effort should be put into recruiting and training female military interpreters.

As already noted, GFAs have reported that their work has been circumscribed by the lack of resources such as female interpreters and transportation vehicles. Without female interpreters, female engagement may be completely fruitless, despite the employment of mixed MOTs. This report therefore recommends that more effort be put into making it possible for local
women to work as interpreters for the Swedish Armed Forces. However, in
some situations military interpreters are needed, for which more resources
need to be invested to increase the number of female military interpreters
deployable to international missions.
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Mixed engagement and observation teams
•

•

Mixed teams should be used whenever possible, which will require increased recruitment of women for international operations.
Ensure a non-discriminatory workplace in international operations, and in the Swedish Armed Forces as a whole.

All-female engagement teams (FETs), which have been used more extensively by the United States, have been the focus of much attention and discussion. The Swedish Armed Forces have also tested the FET concept,
through MOT Juliet that suffered from being smaller than regular teams and
thus was not fully comparable to the MOT Y engagement team. There was
also a short-term FET sent as support to FS22 during two weeks to compensate for the lack of women in performing MET activities. However, the authors of this report recommend that the Armed Forces stick to their decision
to prioritise the development of mixed teams, rather than all-female teams,
because the number of female soldiers and officers is still low and those
available should therefore be used to form flexible mixed teams, which can
interact with both local women and men. Moreover, a fully developed gender perspective should equally include male perspectives, which risks become lost in the FET concept, just as women’s perspectives are often lost in
male-dominated organisations.
Ideally, the number of women recruited to combat roles in the units
should be sufficient to make all standing units ‘mixed’. Otherwise the need
to assemble ad hoc mixed teams not only hampers the mainstreaming of a
gender perspective within units, but also risks limiting the military effectiveness of the units by lowering cohesion and trust within them. However,
in order to achieve a standing mixed organisation, the proportion of women
serving in international operations must rise substantially. There are, however, still reports of unequal conditions for male and female soldiers and officers serving abroad. This includes, e.g., material conditions such as underwear not being suitable for women, as well as incidents of sexual harassment. Currently, women disproportionately leave their units in international
service ahead of schedule, which adds to an already large gender-imbalance
within the unit.
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The Commanding Officer
•
•

COs should have prior training or education in the practical implementation of a gender perspective.
The Gender Coach programme should be re-established and recognised as a positive merit for future CO candidates.

As highlighted above, GFAs have experienced varying degrees of support
from their COs. While it is impossible to guarantee that all future COs will
be personally engaged in issues relating to implementing a gender perspective, it is advisable that all COs receive particular training and education in
this regard. This education should include a focus on the tactical implementation of a gender perspective. Some past COs participated in the Gender
Coach project, and thereby had extensive knowledge of working with a gender perspective. The authors of this report support the effort to re-establish
Gender Coach. As long as a gender perspective is not completely mainstreamed within the organisation, Gender Coach should be a permanent feature of the organisation in order to increase the competence and understanding of selected individual with current or future important positions in the
organisation. Participation in this programme should be considered a positive merit in recruitment processes of future COs and higher level management positions within HQ.

The rest of the Swedish force in Afghanistan
•

Continue efforts to strengthen pre-deployment training in the implementation of a gender perspective.

Integrating a gender perspective is not the responsibility of one person alone.
Consequently, the gender awareness of individual soldiers should be increased. As noted above, comparison to accounts of past rotations to Afghanistan indicates that the gender module included in the pre-deployment
training of the latest rotations has been improved. This is a welcome development. However, the operational effects and importance of implementing a
gender perspective should even be highlighted in other components of the
pre-deployment preparation. Education should be given in groups as small as
possible in order to tailor the training to the class’ needs. Finally, the Nordic
Centre for Gender in Military Operations should be responsible for conducting this education with qualified personnel who preferably have a military
background. The following section looks more deeply at other suitable tasks
for the Centre.
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The Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations
•

•
•

The Centre should offer courses tailored to specific target groups,
including GFAs, GFPs, trainers and the senior military leadership from Sweden and other countries.
Provide SMEs for gender implementation in key exercises and
educational courses.
Fund or facilitate specific research in support of ongoing operations and training modules.

The Centre is obviously going to be a key asset in much of the continued
work to implement the gender perspective in the Armed Forces both at home
and abroad. With the Centre, the Swedish military not only gains a platform
from which to continue the implementation process, but it also gains a possibility to spread these norms and lessons learned to armed forces around the
world – not least within NATO. As noted, there is a danger in centralising
the gender-related work too much – a risk that is hopefully alleviated by the
GFPs in the standing units. However, at least in the coming years the senior
GA at HQ, as well as the GFPs in the units, are likely to need further support
from SMEs during exercises, Defence College courses and in the control of
different implementation processes. The Centre should therefore strive to
have a group of experts on standby for such work.
The Centre should play a key role in supporting further efforts to
strengthen the Armed Forces’ implementation of a gender perspective. This
can be done by taking on responsibility for some tasks that to date have been
handled by the Senior GA. But the Centre can also play the role of supporting development in other countries. While the main focus will be the Nordic
countries’ military organisations, the target audience also includes other
NATO, EU and UN countries.240 The Centre is therefore in a unique position
to disseminate the lessons of the Swedish experience to the militaries of
other countries.
In particular, the study demonstrates the importance of targeting specific
groups. The ongoing offering of GFA-targeted courses is one such example.
The training of the designated GFP within the standing units starting in
Spring 2013 will be another essential activity. To further spread the gospel
and to make use of the Swedish advantage in this field, an important group
will also be military trainers from other countries. ‘Train the trainers’ courses can lead in turn to many more people being trained in how to implement a
gender perspective in international operations.
There should also be courses targeted at the senior leadership of other
countries’ militaries. These leaders should represent the operational branches
240
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of their armed forces. Courses should include advanced content on relevant
political mandates and practical examples of the positive effects of implementing a gender perspective. Courses should also focus on how capacities
and internal structures can be built to foster development within this area.
Training and exercises are clearly the main tasks of the Centre, and given
its limited resources there is a need to focus on these core tasks. However, if
resources allow, there are also good reasons why the Centre should also fund
or facilitate specific research projects that support its training and ongoing
international operations:
1.

2.

3.

While there is much general research on UNSCR 1325, the specific questions of its implementation and its relation to military effectiveness need
further study. Having small study teams with an empirical focus in the field
can enhance the quality of evaluation and the lessons learned process. Having hard data is central to the continuing struggle against a reluctant organisational culture.
The implementation of UNSCR 1325 in military organisations is truly only
limited by our imaginations. Outside-the-box thinking by external researchers may lead to innovative approaches, the overcoming of challenges
and questions never formulated within the organisation.
The military profession is increasingly academic. Its professional development therefore requires the support of the academic community to provide
useful scientific collection and analysis of operations and approaches.

There are at least four options for obtaining such support from the academic
community. One is to include research money in the Centre’s budget, which
will be difficult given the Centre’s limited resources. Another is to tap into
existing structures of research funding within the Armed Forces. A third is
to hire academics as trainers and researchers within the Centre, or to utilise
research interns as part of relevant PhD or MA programmes for this purpose.
A fourth is to develop strong relations with research institutions and researchers in Sweden and internationally to promote interesting research
among students.

International takeaways from the Swedish experience
The Swedish experience consists of two main elements: 1) how to successfully build an organisational structure for the implementation of a gender
perspective, and 2) the effects of these structures and the implementation of
gender perspective in the area of operations.
With regard to the former, experience from the Swedish organisational
development can be useful for those who wish to promote other issues on
the Swedish Armed Forces’ agenda. While the cultural and structural differences between different countries’ armed forces cannot be dismissed, there
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are also important similarities. The traditional, male-dominated military
mindset and the hierarchical nature of military organisations are two important universal features. The success of a narrower initial approach that
focused on traditionally valued principles of military effectiveness in operations allowed the gender organisation to build a permanent platform within
the Armed Forces – a platform from which broader reforms with the purpose
of implementing a gender perspective can possibly take place. Moreover,
placing the gender organisations at the very core of military activities – the
Chief of Joint Operations within the HQ – prevented their initiatives from
being dismissed as ‘mere’ HR problems or interests. The Swedish experience of organisational development also highlights the importance of individuals in leading positions who can function as essential agents of change.
While this is to an extent a contingent factor, the identification of central
agents of change (with competence, power and interest) is of great importance in the strategic implementation of gender perspective within hierarchical military organisations.
As for the effects of implementation, the amount of now empirical evidence highlighting the importance of including a gender perspective for
increasing military effectiveness is ever increasing. Improved access to
women in the area of operations, a broader intelligence picture and the ability to protect larger parts of the civilian population are all findings that
should be disseminated to a wider audience. In particular, as interviewees
have noted, they are important to lower-ranking soldiers and officers who
are not subject to direct political pressures.
As for the tools needed to achieve these operational benefits, this report
has highlighted the more positive impact of GFAs who are focused on internal activities and staff work to mainstream a gender perspective within the
unit, compared to externally-focused GFAs who conduct local projects in the
field of women’s rights. Moreover, while there are currently a broad range
of options to better engage local women, this report recommends mixedgender standing combat units over both all-female engagement teams and ad
hoc mixed units. It should also be noted that without appropriate resources in
the form of female interpreters, the organisational changes and the mainstreaming of operations are likely to have very limited impact.
A final thought refers to the broader transformative potential of a gender
perspective on military operations. While the organisational development
within HQ and the GFAs’ work in the field have each become permanent
features of the Swedish Armed Forces, their overall impact on the conduct of
military recruitment, training and operations is still very limited, and recent
gains therefore remain fragile. It is therefore essential to take further steps in
the implementation of a gender perspective and to aim for more transformative changes. If a gender perspective is allowed to influence how security
situations are analysed by intelligence units and operational planners, and if
a gender perspective is allowed to influence overall military recruitment and
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training, the impact is likely to be of a much more substantial nature. However, organisational resistance remains strong and transformative change, if
indeed possible, is likely to be a very slow process. The current platform,
with a respected Senior GA organisation within the Swedish Armed Forces
HQ, with the frequently positive experiences of GFAs and COs in the field,
and with the new Nordic Centre for Gender in Military Operations, is a
promising start.
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Annex 1: Theory and Method

This is an extended version of the theoretical framework developed into
order to conduct this study. Before we look more closely at that framework,
a few words should be said concerning methodology. The evaluation component of the study was undertaken with a utilisation-focused approach,241
meaning that the intended users and use of the evaluation have guided its
design and the choice of methodology. While identifying and analysing the
fulfilment of stated goals is an important part of the evaluation exercise, the
primary focus of this evaluation has been forward-looking. The aim has been
to enhance knowledge and understanding of the process of integrating a
gender perspective in the work of the Swedish Armed Forces over the past
decade in order to provide a sound basis for continuing that work, in particular in relation to the creation of the Centre for Gender in Military Operations. In order to learn from the past, it is essential to go beyond an analysis
of goals, achievements and results. One must also understand the process
leading up to the results and the dynamics influencing the fulfilment, or nonfulfilment, of goals. To best meet these needs, multiple methodological approaches have been used.
To get an in-depth understanding of the dynamics of the change process,
the authors of this report have been guided by a theory-based approach. This
means they have sought to identify the theory of change underpinning the
change process within the Swedish Armed Forces and the integration of a
gender perspective in international operations. Once the underpinning theory
of change has been made explicit, hypotheses about likely or expected results can be formulated and tested.
This report has also utilised the method of process-tracing. The goal of
this method is to identify the intervening causal process, between one or
several independent variables and the value of the dependent variable.242 In
other words, what caused what and why? In the words of Peter Hall, ‘process-tracing is a methodology well-suited to testing theories in a world
marked by multiple interaction effects, where it is difficult to explain out-
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comes in terms of two or three independent variables – precisely the world
that more and more social scientists believe we confront.’243
Theory-based evaluation and process-tracing are readily combined in
what has come to be called theory-guided process-tracing.244 There are several variations on this approach in the literature. For the purposes of this
evaluation, the method proposed by Peter Hall, system process analysis, is
used.245 The process is summarised by Tulia Falleti: ‘The method [Hall]
proposes begins by specifying the set of theories that identify the relevant
causal factors and how they operate. From each theory, the investigator then
derives predictions about the patterns that should be observed if the causal
theory is valid and if it is false.’246
After identifying the change theory and developing hypotheses and predictions, the authors of this report set out to describe the change process that
has taken place within the Swedish Armed Forces, based on existing documentation and a large number of in-depth interviews. In gathering data to
build the narrative, the team sought to identify milestones, inspired by the
most significant change methodology developed by Rick Davies in the mid1990s.247 The most significant change methodology is a qualitative and participatory approach that builds on a systematic collection and selection of
stories about change processes. The method has primarily been used to
measure progress in development projects. It allows us to analyse a change
process on the basis of how individuals involved have perceived the changes
that have occurred throughout the implementation period. The method is
well suited for imprecise processes such as the one examined in this study.
Once the narrative had been established and milestones identified, results
were compared to the change theory and developed predictions. The assessment has focused on effectiveness and relevance in relation to the underpinning theory and assumptions. The two central questions were: 1) do the
identified results correspond to the expected outcomes, and 2) is there a
causal link between active intervention and the identified results?248
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Factors of military effectiveness, beyond the measure of outcome vs. cost,
are very difficult to measure in any systematic and meaningful way, particularly in ongoing operations. For purposes of this study, military effectiveness
has been treated as a measure of the quality of military conduct. The evaluation of how a gender perspective can influence military effectiveness has
therefore focused on comparing the conduct of the armed forces with established best practice in complex environments. The study therefore relies on
indirect or proxy indicators to assess probabilities of success in the change
process.
For the study of external effects of a gender perspective in operations,
i.e., improving the human rights and conditions of women in the area of
operations and increasing their security, an evaluation was undertaken with
reference to the OECD/DAC Guidance on Evaluating Conflict Prevention
and Peacebuilding Activities,249 focusing on the criteria of effectiveness,
efficiency and relevance. The authors have concluded that the available data
does not lend itself to any meaningful study of impact and/or sustainability.
To the extent possible, however, they have attempted to assess the likelihood
of sustainable results and longer-term impact based on the change processes
underway and the structures put into place to sustain change.
There are some obvious challenges in evaluating the effectiveness of the
implementation of a gender perspective. Firstly, peace operations are complex and are fielded in complex situations. Many different variables are at
play, and are often interconnected in many different ways. It is a difficult
enough task to evaluate the overall effectiveness of a peace operation in a
host society, i.e. in achieving peace and stability and improving the livelihood for the local population. To evaluate the effect of a specific method
that is supposed to permeate all aspects of operations is even more challenging.
Secondly, the success of a peace operation in general, and of the work of
a Gender Advisor (GA) or Gender Field Advisor (GFA) in particular, ideally
should be measured in terms of the long-term effects. This report, however,
considers for the most part short-term results.
Thirdly, such short-term effects are often ambiguous, and this report relies on the subjective accounts of those involved in implementing a gender
perspective in peace operations. Their subjective views and experience cannot be distinguished from the actual facts on the ground.
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Theoretical framework
In order to achieve the three aims of this study, a theoretical framework has
been developed that allows for structured and systematic analysis of the way
the Swedish Armed Forces have worked to implement a gender perspective
internally and externally in the conduct of international operations. The
framework consists of two parts.
The first part borrows from the Organisational Development model in organisational theory. This provides a theoretical basis for analysing the process of integrating a gender perspective and implementing UNSCR 1325 in
the Swedish Armed Forces over the past decade.
Secondly, Swedish efforts in implementing a gender perspective are expected to affect both operational effectiveness and women’s conditions.
With regard to effectiveness of operations, this report uses established concepts from the field of strategic studies and military theory. Traditional
views of military power as a combination of physical, conceptual and moral
factors are married to a discussion of contemporary warfare, ‘war amongst
the people’, and the importance of cultural understanding and of gaining
local legitimacy in the area of operations.

Organisational change processes
Organisational change is inherent in the life of most organisations. Private
companies must constantly adjust their operations to changing markets.
Government agencies adapt to political decisions, shifting political majorities and public opinion.
Many even argue that our era is particularly prone to change as we experience vast political and economic turmoil around the world and exploding
technological development, in communications in particular. So it is not
surprising that organisational development and change processes within
organisations have attracted increasing attention in recent decades among
management consultants and NGOs and in academia. There is a myriad of
theories and models of how to achieve effective and sustainable change
within organisations. But there is no simple solution or universal truth to
rely on for success.
Organisational change processes are often very complex. While there are
a large number of classification systems and models for analysing change
processes, they are often not easy to place squarely within one particular
category.
The Organisational Development (OD) model, which emerged as a discipline in the 1940s, is an important point of departure for modern theory on
organisational change processes. The central figure behind the model was
Kurt Lewin (1890-1947). OD is a model for planned change based on rational assumptions about the functioning of organisations. Lewin saw organ97

isations as force fields within which both stabilising forces and drivers of
change coexist. Change can be achieved through systematically undermining
the stabilising forces.250
The OD model divides change processes into three stages – unfreeze,
change and freeze – as illustrated in the table below.

Stage
Unfreeze

Activity
Identifying current problems and raising awareness within the
organisation regarding the need for change. Lewin stresses the
importance of involving all stakeholders within the organisation
in this process in order to avoid misunderstandings and reduce
the risk of opposition by internal stakeholders.
This phase is about acknowledging the problems with situation
A and finding a path to B.

Change

Initiating and implementing a change process – getting from A
to B.

Freeze

Reinforcing the achieved change and ensuring its sustainability,
for example, through incentive structures and effective feedback
systems. Change is anchored into the organisational culture of
the organisation.
This phase is about sustaining the new situation B.

In the last twenty years the theory of planned organisational change has
evolved towards a more integrated view of the organisation and the change
process. Most versions view organisations as complex integrated systems
made up of a number of subsystems. OD is a linear and evolutionary process
based on a top-down approach to organisational change focusing on ‘hard’
elements such as strategy, structure and systems. The change theories that
have emerged in the last two decades often broaden the focus by incorporating ‘soft’ elements such as people, leadership and values.251 A number of
models for sequencing planned organisational change processes have been
developed. Most correspond with the general idea behind Lewin’s three-step
model.
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A basic element of analysing an organisational change process is identifying the factors driving the change. John Child presents seven standard categories of drivers: political, technological, cultural, demographic, economic,
emergence of new knowledge, and changing the market environment.252 For
politically led organisations, such as government agencies, the typical driver
for change is a political decision or directive. This is not to say that the other
factors listed above, such as culture and the emergence of new knowledge,
are not relevant as potential drivers for change in this type of organisation.
Ultimately, changing an organisation is about changing the way the people who make up the organisation think and act in fulfilling their respective
roles. It is impossible to fully control how these individuals will respond to
initiatives that facilitate change. It is therefore increasingly argued that organisational development should be viewed as several continuous, and to
some degree organically generated, processes. In contemporary theory, it is
common to view organisational change as consisting of continuous processes without clear beginnings or ends. Change comes as a result of a number
of different internal and external developments and initiatives. Context is
viewed as an important key to understanding change processes.
Despite the increasing number of theoretical models and tools, studies
show that a majority of all change processes are unsuccessful. Interestingly,
‘the most frequently cited reason given for failure was a neglect of the organisation's culture. In other words, failure to change the organisation's culture doomed the other kinds of organisational changes that were initiated.’253
This points to the importance of considering the organisational culture(s)
and their potential impact on a change process.
Resistance to change is a central concept in trying to understand organisational development processes. Resistance occurs for a variety of reasons, a
number of which are described and analysed in the literature. Three stand
out as particularly interesting for this study: i) a change process can be perceived as threatening the position of individuals or groups; ii) it can challenge established values and organisational cultures; and iii) if the rationale
behind a change process is not fully understood and/or if it is not sufficiently
anchored, resistance is likely to occur. This further points to the value of
anchoring change processes and making sure that potential ‘spoilers’ are onboard.
Gender-biased organisational cultures are common, particularly in organisations where core activities are associated with male or female gender
roles. Military organisations are one of the most obvious examples of organisations with a distinct male identity. Promoting a gender perspective in such
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organisations requires modifications to the organisational culture and social
structures.
By understanding subcultures within an organisation and adapting change
processes to those realities, the chances of success increase. One centrally
formulated message does not necessarily resonate with every level and department within an organisation. Bruno Latour has argued that there is a
need to reinterpret the message of desired change at every level of an organisation and adapt that message to the organisational culture, history and characteristics of each particular level/function.254
An interesting distinction can be made, however, between organisational
environments with strict regulation of behaviours and those characterised by
a greater degree of freedom. In the former, organisational culture is less
important because behavioural change can more easily be achieved through
regulations.
In a thorough presentation of contemporary theory on organisational
change and development, Sveningsson and Sörgärde offer seven key insights
with regard to change processes. In short, these are:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

254

Change takes time;
Organisations are made up of people, and people will interpret initiatives
to achieve change differently;
Changes that are in conflict with people’s perceptions of reality will be
difficult to implement – agents of change cannot change people’s perceptions of reality, but they can potentially redirect existing cultural currents towards the desired change;
Changes that are perceived as challenging the status and/or position of
individuals or groups are likely to draw opposition – attempts at such
changes should focus on somehow reassuring these individuals or
groups of their value;
Instigators and agents of change must be respected and trusted by the
organisation;
Initiatives should be anchored in, and relate to the daily operations of,
the organisation; and
An ‘enlightened elite’ will usually not be successful in changing the
mindset of others – the change process needs to encompass a reassessment of the roles and responsibilities of everyone involved.255
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These lessons have served as guidance to the authors in analysing the change
process that has taken place within the Swedish Armed Forces with regard to
integrating a gender perspective in international operations.

Military effectiveness and gender perspective
The shorter theoretical section in chapter 1 ended with a few thoughts on
where gender and military theory intersects. “Where do a gender perspective
come into this equation? To begin, they can play a role with regard to the
means, the material factor. Including the large portion of women who are
physically fit for military service in the armed forces allows societies to
maximise the size of those forces. But the main potential contribution lies in
how and with what conviction armed forces conduct operations”. To understand this process better, the following section outlines a number of best
practices in contemporary warfare – referred to as ‘indicators of effectiveness’ – at the strategic and at the tactical levels. Scholars, strategists and
doctrine writers have somewhat differing views about the content of such
lists, but a reading of much of the contemporary strategic-studies literature,
as well as military doctrines from different countries, actually reveals a surprising homogeneity in the field. The list below is therefore uncontroversial
in most circles, although different actors are likely to emphasise certain aspects in different ways. Clearly, the ways in which contemporary best practices in military affairs relate to a gender perspective differ greatly. The list
below is therefore by no means complete, but instead focuses on the indicators and factors most relevant to a gender perspective:
1. Clear and achievable political aims
2. Civil-military cooperation and coordination
3. Building trust and support among local populations – ‘winning
hearts and minds’
4. Cultural understanding of the local context
The starting point for successful complex operations is that of a clear political aim and purpose that can guide the actions of all actors involved.
‘Without a clear political purpose it is not possible to have a military strate256
gic objective.’
A clear aim creates a common point of departure in the
planning of operations and helps to drive the different actors towards a
common purpose. Without sound understanding of all aspects of the conflict
– such as the actors involved, the political climate, the local culture, the economic situation on the ground, etc. – it is most difficult to establish what
objectives the military and civilian organisations should pursue in the quest
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for the political aim. A gender perspective casts a critical eye on an area
of operations that involves the examination and understanding of social,
economic, political, cultural and religious practices, of how equality and
inequality manifest themselves in the distribution of and access to resources,
and of decision-making power not just between rich and poor but in all parts
of society. This contribution can be seen as adding value to existing strategic
and operational analysis and planning. However, as noted above, a gender
perspective also carries a transformative power that can change the way
political decision-makers and military organisations think about security and
how to achieve it. Whether the added-value or the transformational approach
is used, the in-depth understanding that stems from a gender perspective at
this level has the potential to improve the processes of conflict analysis and
strategic and operational planning. The consequence is that a gender perspective is necessary at all levels of command. Gender expertise, or preferably gender mainstreaming, is thus required at the political, strategic and operational levels of command, as well as at the tactical level, to provide a
more complete understanding of the conflict and how best to deal with it.
The second principle at the strategic level is that of civil-military cooperation and coordination. One of the undisputed lessons of past irregular operations is the need for comprehensive approaches that include all instruments
of national power in the pursuit of political aims. This means comprehensive
and inclusive planning as well as execution. There is a need to analyse, plan
and direct operations as a whole, fusing political, economic and military
actions into one concerted effort at all levels of command, from the politicalstrategic level through the theatre-headquarters level to the lowest levels of
258
administration and tactical operations. This is an approach that could benefit even further from gender mainstreaming of the committees at different
levels. This would be a way to address the concerns of a larger portion of the
population, by making women's as well as men’s concerns and experiences
an integral dimension of operations, policies and programmes in all sectors
and lines of operations.
In any case, the consequences of this approach are that a gender perspective that can be included in operations planning should be coordinated with
all implementing agencies and organisations contributing to the operations.
Female military representation in meeting places of military and civilian
organisations may also help to even out some of the cultural differences that
have inhibited smooth coordination between these disparate organisational
cultures. Male dominance of the military has been pointed to as one of the
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cultural features that create friction between military and humanitarian or259
ganisations.
The last two factors are heavily influenced by a contemporary understanding of counterinsurgency theory as implemented in Iraq and Afghanistan. However, they are not limited to counterinsurgency operations, but also
apply to military contributions to different forms of peace operations and
statebuilding efforts. The ‘hearts and minds’ approach to operations, which
highlights the importance of local support and legitimacy, is the third indicator of effectiveness in contemporary operations. Robert Thompson explains
this principle by arguing that counterinsurgency forces and agencies must
give priority to defeating political subversion, not guerrillas.260 Therefore
they achieve the most meaningful success by gaining popular support and
legitimacy for the host government – winning hearts and minds – not by
killing insurgents. While security is important, a lasting success is likely to
come from a vibrant economy, political participation and restored hope. In
Clausewitzean terminology, the centre of gravity in any complex operation
is the people. A gender perspective has the potential not only to provide
access to larger portions of the local population but also, and perhaps more
importantly, to transform the way the local population is analysed and dealt
with to gain its support.
The final indicator is that of cultural understanding. In operations that require the support or consent of the local population, having a solid understanding of the culture and language is of great importance. In order not to
alienate the population, every soldier must have an understanding of the
demographics, history and culture of the local population, as well as the
aims, ideologies, capabilities and approaches of all organisations and parties
in the conflict. In the age of global surveillance, actions and choices of corporals and soldiers can, and often do, have strategic consequences. Thus,
understanding local culture, and having at least a very basic understanding
of the language, radically reduces the risk of making tactical-level mistakes
that could have strategic consequences. A gender perspective with regard to
cultural understanding is of the utmost importance to avoiding negative consequences when in contact with the local population and to maximising the
positive impact of community-related operations within the field of humanitarian and development affairs. Moreover, by employing a gender perspective in the societal analysis, problematic and underlying features of the societal fabric may be highlighted and dealt with.
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In sum, the theoretical framework based on military theory and a gender
perspective indicates that there are a number of different ways that a gender
perspective has the potential to affect military effectiveness positively, primarily with regard to how and with what conviction forces conduct operations. It is clear that a gender perspective and gender mainstreaming is central to collecting a more nuanced intelligence picture (e.g., level of insurgency activity; spoilers; human rights/gender-based abuses), and to the overall
security situation. On the tactical level, a gender perspective adds value to
Community Based Intelligence, and to the prevention of and response to
sexual and gender-based violence. There are also a number of potential benefits from a gender perspective that bears less relation to traditional views of
military effectiveness but that may have an important impact on the operations as a whole – such as by supporting women’s participation and status in
the society, and by building the foundation for representative governance
and security structures. A challenge of this report is to test which activities
and approaches have the greatest impact.
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Annex 2: Interview questionnaires and list of
abbreviations

Questionnaire for GAs and GFAs
Background
◦
◦
◦
◦
period?
◦
◦
as GFA/GA?
Work
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Name?
Current occupation?
Work and academic experience?
In which operation did you work as GFA/GA? During which
Were there any other GAs/GFAs in the same exercice?
What preperation/education did you receive prior to your role

What was your mission as GFA/GA?
Can you describe a normal day at work?
Can you give any concrete examples of a case in which a
gender perspective improved operative effectiveness?
Have you been in contact with GFAs/GAs from other countries?
How was your contact with the local community/local organisations?

Relationship to the rest of the organisation
◦
Did you take part in the planning process of the operation?
◦
Did you have adequate knowledge/experience to participate
in the process?
◦
How engaged was your commander in your work?
◦
How was your cooperation with the unit’s soldiers?
◦
Did you have GFPs?
After operation
◦
Have you been in contact with the succeeding GFA/GA?
◦
What would you have done differently in the exercise as
GFA/GA? What did you learn?
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Questionnaire for GAs and GFAs in military exercise
Background
◦
Name?
◦
Current occupation?
◦
Work and academic experience?
◦
In which military exercise did you work as GFA/GA? During
which period?
◦
Were there any other GAs/GFAs in the same exercice?
◦
What preperation/education did you receive prior to your role
as GFA/GA?
Work
◦
◦

What was your mission as GFA/GA in the exercise?
Can you describe how you worked during the exercise?

Relationship to the rest of the organisation
◦
Did you take part in the planning process?
◦
Did you have adequate knowledge/experience to participate
in the process?
◦
How engaged was your commander in your work?
◦
Did you have any GFPs?
After exercise
◦
Have you been in contact with GFAs/GAs in later exercises?
◦
What would you have done differently in the exercise as
GFA/GA? What did you learn?
◦
Do you want to be deployed in an operation abroad as GFA?
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Questionnaire for Commanding Officers
Background

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
Work
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Name?
Current occupation?
Work and academic experience? Previous deployments?
In which operation did you work as CO? During which period?
Was a gender perspective included in the pre-deployment
preparation? In your past education?
Can you describe the role of a GFA/GA?
Can you describe a normal day at work for him/her?
How was he/she involved in the operation planning process?
Did he/she have adequate knowledge/experience to participate in the operation planning process?
Can you give any concrete examples of a case in which a
gender perspective improved operative effectiveness?

The rest of the organisation and external relations
◦
Have the rest of the personnel in the unit implemented a gender perspective?
◦
How have your colleagues from other countries worked to
implement a gender perspective?
◦
Did you receive particular instructions to work with implementing a gender perspective?
After operation
◦
What lessons would you give to future COs to improve the
implementation of a gender perspective?
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